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Wettability is one of a solid surface’s fundamental physical and chemical properties, which involves a wide range of applications.
Femtosecond laser microfabrication has many advantages compared to traditional laser processing. This technology has been
successfully applied to control the wettability of material surfaces. This review systematically summarizes the recent progress of
femtosecond laser microfabrication in the preparation of various superwetting surfaces. Inspired by nature, the
superwettabilities such as superhydrophilicity, superhydrophobicity, superamphiphobicity, underwater superoleophobicity,
underwater superaerophobicity, underwater superaerophilicity, slippery liquid-infused porous surface, underwater
superpolymphobicity, and supermetalphobicity are obtained on different substrates by the combination of the femtosecond
laser-induced micro/nanostructures and appropriate chemical composition. From the perspective of biomimetic preparation,
we mainly focus the methods for constructing various kinds of superwetting surfaces by femtosecond laser and the relationship
between different laser-induced superwettabilities. The special wettability of solid materials makes the femtosecond laser-
functionalized surfaces have many practical applications. Finally, the significant challenges and prospects of this field
(femtosecond laser-induced superwettability) are discussed.

1. Introduction

Wettability is one of the physical and chemical properties of
a solid surface. In particular, the surface with special wetta-
bility is beautiful [1–10]. Over billions of years of evolution,
many organisms in nature have exhibited unique surface
wettability [11–13]. For example, lotus leaves have the self-
cleaning function [14, 15]. Water striders can walk on water
[16]. Butterflies can fly in the rain [17]. Mosquito eyes can
prevent fog [18]. Fish cannot be contaminated by oil under-
water [19, 20]. Desert beetles [21], cacti [22], and spider silk
[23] can collect water mist. It was not until the late twentieth
and early twenty-first century that the causes of these
extreme wettabilities were understood with the development
of microscopy and microanalysis techniques. The study
shows that the wettability of the material surface mainly
depends on the chemical composition and the microstruc-
ture of the solid surface [24–28]. Due to its key role in solv-
ing the problems related to energy, environment, resources,

and health, superwettability has become one of the hot
research directions in materials and micro/nanomanufactur-
ing [29–33]. Nature is the best teacher for scientists and
engineers, inspiring countless ideas to design new materials
and develop new technologies. Inspired by these extreme
wetting phenomena in nature, a series of super wettabilities
has been achieved based on different micro/nanomachining
methods, such as mechanical processing method, lithogra-
phy, chemical etching, template method, plasma etching
method, vapor deposition method, electrochemical method,
sol-gel method, electrospinning method, electrochemical
deposition, self-assembly, and spray/dip coating [1–10].
The developed superwettability has been widely applied in
antiliquids [34, 35], self-cleaning [14, 36, 37], manipulation
of liquid droplets [38, 39], oil/water separation [40–43], lab
chip [44, 45], anti-icing/fogging/snowing [46, 47], cell engi-
neering [48, 49], antifouling [50], water harvesting [51, 52],
liquid patterning [53], anticorrosion [54, 55], microfluidics
[56, 57], drag reduction [58, 59], buoyancy enhancement
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[60, 61], and so on. Although the most traditional micro/
nanoprocessing methods can be used to achieve superwett-
ability, these methods are more or less subject to certain
inherent limitations, such as complex preparation steps, lim-
ited to specific materials, and lack of flexibility. It is still a
great challenge to develop a versatile and simple tool/
method to produce various superwetting microstructures
on any solid substrates.

The laser is one of the greatest inventions of the 20th
century. With the development of ultrafast science [62],
the interaction between ultrafast laser and matter has
become a research hotspot [63]. Femtosecond (10-15 s) laser,
as an advanced ultrashort pulsed laser, has two features of
ultra-short pulse width and extremely high peak intensity
[64–67]. In recent years, the femtosecond laser has become
an essential tool for modern extreme and ultra-precision
manufacturing. Femtosecond laser processing has the char-
acteristics of high spatial resolution, small heat-affected
zone, and noncontact manufacturing [64–67]. In particular,
the femtosecond laser can ablate almost any material, result-
ing in microstructures on the material’s surface. Femtosec-
ond laser also has advantages in the fine design of micro/
nanostructure. Because the surface microstructure has a sig-
nificant effect on the wettability of solid substrates, femtosec-
ond laser processing is used to form special microscale and
nanoscale structures on substrate surfaces and obtain vari-
ous superwettabilities [68–71]. Femtosecond laser shows a
powerful ability to design and modify the wettability of
materials.

This review will summarize the research progress of the
superwettability achieved by femtosecond laser processing
(Figure 1). The basic concepts and the typical wetting
models in the field of surface wettability and the characteris-
tics of femtosecond laser microfabrication are introduced as
background (Section 2). Inspired by nature, a series of super-
wettabilities have been obtained on different substrates by
combing the femtosecond laser-induced microstructure
and appropriate chemical composition. The extreme wetta-
bility to water includes superhydrophilicity and superhydro-
phobicity (Section 3). The superhydrophilic structure can be
thoroughly wetted by water, and the superhydrophobic sur-
face has a robust repulsive effect on water. There are two
completely different types of superoleophobic surfaces (Sec-
tion 4). The superamphiphobic surfaces can repel oils in the
air, and the underwater superoleophobic surfaces only repel
oil in water. The bubble wettability of solid surfaces in water
is then introduced (Section 5). The underwater superaero-
phobic surface and the underwater superaerophilic surface
can repel or absorb bubbles in an aqueous liquid, respec-
tively. The slippery liquid-infused porous surface (SLIPS)
also exhibits excellent repellence against various pure or
composite liquids by forming a trapped lubricating film on
the porous structure (Section 6). The repellence of the
laser-induced microstructures to other special fluids such
as liquid polymer and liquid metal is also introduced (Sec-
tion 7). The concepts of underwater superpolymphobicity
and supermetalphobicity were put forward only in the past
two years. In addition to the detailed preparation methods,
we also show the rich applications of these superwetting sur-

faces. Finally, the current challenges and prospects for the
realization and application of different femtosecond laser-
induced superwettabilities are briefly discussed (Section 8).

2. Background

2.1. Basic Wetting Theory. When a liquid droplet comes in
contact with a solid surface in the air, a three-phase contact
line is formed at the junction of the solid, liquid, and gas
phases. The contact line continues to expand outward until
the droplet reaches a static state. For a droplet on the solid
surface, the angle formed between the solid-liquid contact
surface and the tangent line of the droplet at the three-
phase line is called contact angle (CA) [72–74]. Taking
water droplets as an example, when CA is less than 90°,
the surface is hydrophilic; when CA is greater than 90°,
the surface is hydrophobic. In the extreme state, the CA of
droplets on the superhydrophilic surface is less than 10°,
while the CA of droplets on the superhydrophobic surface
is more than 150°. The CA value can reflect the static wet-
ting characteristics of the solid surface. On the other hand,
dynamic wettability is usually characterized by a sliding
angle (SA). The sample is gradually tilted until the droplet
can roll away or slide down. The tilted angle is called SA
[72–74]. The surface with large SA value has high adhesion
to liquid. In contrast, the surface with low SA has very low
adhesion to liquid.

Young described the effect of the interface energy on the
wettability of an ideally smooth surface. As shown in
Figure 2(a), the CA (θ) of the liquid droplet on the smooth
surface can be expressed as [75, 76]:

cos θ = γSA − γSL
γLA

, ð1Þ
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Figure 1: Various femtosecond laser-induced extreme wettabilities.
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where γSA, γSL, and γLA are the surface free energies at the
solid/air interface, solid/liquid interface, and liquid/air inter-
face, respectively.

Most surfaces are not smooth and have roughness. The
rough surface microstructure has an essential effect on the
wettability of the solid surface. Wenzel pointed out that the
rough structure can significantly increase the contact area
between liquid and the solid surface when the solid surface
is wetted by the liquid (Figure 2(b)) [77]. He improved
Young’s formula by introducing the roughness factor (R,
the ratio of total surface area to projected area). In Wenzel
state, the CA (θ∗) of droplets on the rough surface can be
described as [72, 78]:

cos θ∗ = R γSA − γSLð Þ
γLA

= R cos θ, ð2Þ

where θ is Young’s CA of the droplet on the corresponding
smooth surface. In this wetting state, the liquid thoroughly
fills the gaps in the rough microstructure. Because the actual
surface area of a rough solid surface is greater than its appar-
ent surface area (R > 1), it can be concluded from this for-
mula that rough microstructure can amplify the intrinsic
surface wettability of the solid substrate [72, 75].

Cassie et al. proposed an alternative model that reflects
the contact state between a liquid and a rough surface when
the liquid cannot penetrate the concave cavity of the rough
microstructure (Figure 2(c)) [76, 79]. The liquid is on a com-
posite surface consisting of solid and air. The space of the
surface microstructure is filled with air, creating a layer of
air trapped beneath the liquid. The apparent CA (θ∗) of
the liquid droplet on the composite interface satisfies the fol-
lowing formula [72, 79]:

cos θ∗ = f cos θ + f − 1, ð3Þ

where θ is Young’s CA and f is the area fraction of the solid
surface in contact with the liquid. Since the trapped air cush-
ion significantly reduces the solid/gas contact area and dis-
connects the contact line, the surface in the Cassie state
has very low adhesion to the liquid droplet.

2.2. Ultrafast Laser Microfabrication. Ultrafast laser has an
extremely short pulse width. Among the laser pulses with
different duration/widths, femtosecond (10-15 s) laser has
been proven to be an effective and powerful tool in advanced
microfabrication and nanofabrication. Because the laser
pulse is compressed to a very short femtosecond magnitude,

the femtosecond laser has a very high peak power, which can
reach 1014W [64–67]. The ultrashort pulse width and ultra-
high peak power density are the two main features of femto-
second laser [64, 65]. When the femtosecond laser pulses are
focused on an area of space smaller than the diameter of a
human hair, the light intensity can reach the magnitude of
1022W/cm2. The ultrahigh peak power fluence makes the
interaction between the femtosecond laser and the solid
material very different from that of the traditional lasers
[66, 67].

The unique features of ultrashort pulse width and
extremely high peak intensity enable femtosecond laser
microfabrication to have many definite advantages against
the traditional laser processing techniques, such as a mini-
mal heat-affected zone formation around the ablated area,
noncontact manufacturing, high spatial resolution, and ver-
satility in terms of the materials that can be processed. The
femtosecond laser can directly excite the material to the
plasma state, resulting in the “cold” etching of the material.
This process dramatically reduces the photothermal effect
which usually causes the low-machining-accuracy and bad-
material-selectivity problems. The interaction between fem-
tosecond laser and the solid substrate is a complex nonlinear
process. Only in the limited region near the center of the
focal spot, the area where the laser energy is higher than
the threshold of multi-photon reaction can be processed,
thereby achieving superfine micro/nanoprocessing of the
material. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the morphology of
the laser-drilled microhole structures on the steel foil (thick-
ness of 100μm). The samples were ablated by a nanosecond
laser (pulse width of 3.3 ns) and a femtosecond laser (pulse
width of 200 fs), respectively [80]. Severe swelling resulted
from melting forms around the nanosecond laser-induced
microhole (Figure 3(a)). In contrast, the edge of the femto-
second laser-induced microhole was very sharp, and its wall
was steep (Figure 3(b)). The contrast effect can also be veri-
fied on the transparent material surfaces. As shown in
Figures 3(c) and 3(d), the quality of the produced micro-
structure on the NaCl surface by 300 fs laser is much better
than that produced by 16 ns [81]. The results demonstrate
a limited heat-affected zone and high precision during fem-
tosecond laser micromachining. The nonlinear process
(such as multiphoton absorption or tunneling ionization)
also allows the femtosecond laser to ablate a wide range of
materials, no matter the opaque or the transparent materials,
including semiconductors, metals, polymers, brittle mate-
rials (e.g., glasses), ceramics, and biomaterials (e.g., tissues)
[82–88]. Microscale and nanoscale structures can be directly
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Figure 2: Typical wetting state of a liquid droplet on a solid surface. (a) Droplet on a flat substrate. (b) Droplet on the rough substrate and
the liquid fills in the surface microstructures. (c) Droplet on the rough substrate and the liquid cannot penetrate in the surface
microstructures.
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prepared on the sample surface through one-step laser abla-
tion. Femtosecond laser microfabrication has already been
successfully applied in high-quality, high-precision surface
micro/nanomachining, such as drilling, cutting, nanograt-
ing, surface patterning and texturing, and micro/nanostruc-
turing [64–67].

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) schematically depict the laser pro-
cessing systems [89, 90]. The former system is based on an
objective lens, and the latter is based on a plane-convex lens.
The samples are fixed on a program-controlled translation
platform. The laser beam is focused onto the sample surface
by the optical lens. A variable attenuator is used to adjust the
energy of the focused laser. An electromechanical shutter is
used to control the off/on of the laser beam. The line-by-
line scanning manner is often adopted to ensure that the
whole surface of the substrate is ablated by the focused laser
beam, as shown in Figure 4(c). The interaction between fem-
tosecond laser and matter is a nonlinear process. Taking the
silicon substrate as an example, when the laser pulses are
irradiated on the sample surface, the nonlinear absorption
triggers the multiphoton/avalanche ionization [91, 92]. Part
of laser energy is absorbed by electrons. The absorbed energy
is further transferred from electrons to the crystal lattice and
then diffuses into the material. The temperature of the focal
spot is extremely high because of the absorption of the laser
energy. On the other hand, the generated plasma is restricted
to a limited region, resulting in very high plasma pressure.
As the plasma with high pressure and high temperature
instantaneously expands and bursts out of the ablation spot,
the ionized materials are removed from the substrate sur-
face. The ejection of the ablated material results in perma-
nent damage of the substrate and generates various rough
surface microstructures on the substrate (Figure 4(d)).

When part of the ejected molten particles fall back, fine
nanoprotrusions will further self-assembly cover on the
ablated surface after the solidification of the ejected particles,
known as the resolidification/crystallization/casting process
[92]. As a result, micro/nanostructures are formed on the
sample surface after femtosecond laser processing.

Hierarchical micro/nanoscale structures can be created
directly on the surface of various materials by simple femto-
second laser ablation. Because the laser processing position,
the scanning speed, and the scanning track can be precisely
controlled by the program, various 2D patterns and 3D
microstructures can be easily designated and produced with-
out expensive masks, as shown in Figure 5. Since the surface
morphology and chemical composition mainly determine
the surface wettability, these patterned microstructures usu-
ally exhibit various unique wettabilities. Femtosecond laser
microfabrication has been successfully applied in surface sci-
ence to design and change the surface wettability of solid
materials in the past decade. The crucial parameters in laser
processing include laser energy, scanning speed, and the
interval/shift of the scanning lines. Table 1 shows the main
parameters adopted to fabricate superwetting surfaces intro-
duced in this review.

3. Superhydrophilicity
and Superhydrophobicity

3.1. Superhydrophilic Surfaces. Surface wettability deter-
mines the behavior of liquids on solid surfaces. Vorobyev
and Guo improved the surface wettability of metal substrates
by using high-intensity femtosecond laser pulses to con-
struct metal surfaces [96]. The laser pulses are horizontally
polarized and focused on the surface of the platinum plate.
The scanning manner was used to extend the structured area
of the laser beam horizontally, followed by a vertical shift.
Multiple parallel microgrooves were formed on the metal
sample surface (Figure 6(a)). The period of the microgrooves
is 100μm, corresponding to the interval between two scan-
ning lines. The ridges and valleys of the microgrooves are
covered with porous micro/nanostructures (Figure 6(b)).
The nanoprotrusions and nanocavities aggregate into micro-
scale structures. The microcavities and the microscale aggre-
gates are fused on the metal surface (Figures 6(c) and 6(d)).
With the formation of the micro/nanoscale hierarchical
structure, the optical properties of the metal surface change
significantly due to the rough microstructure, resulting in
the black surface of the metal. Figure 6(e) shows the wetting
process of a large methanol droplet contacting with the
structured platinum. The liquid quickly spreads and flows
along the microgrooves. Interestingly, when the sample is
placed vertically at 90°, the fluid can move uphill against
gravity. Different from the grooved structure, methanol
droplet spread uniformly in all directions on the platinum
sample with orthogonally crossed microgrooves.

Microgroove array can also be produced on the silicon
surface by femtosecond laser processing (Figure 6(f)) [97].
The surface of the microgroove is covered with micro/nano-
structures. When a water droplet is dripped onto the treated
area of the silicon surface, the droplet spreads and quickly

Nanosecond laser

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Femtosecond laser

30 𝜇m 30 𝜇m3.3 ns

16 ns

200 fs

300 fs100 𝜇m 100 𝜇m

Figure 3: Morphology of the laser-drilled microhole structures. (a,
b) Steel foil with thickness of 100μm: (a) pulse width of 3.3 ns and
(b) pulse width of 200 fs. (c, d) Monocrystalline sodium chloride
(NaCl) surface: (c) pulse width of 16 ns and (d) pulse width of
300 fs. Reproduced from [80, 81] with the permission.
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wets the surface. The water can move 22mm forward along
the microgrooves in about 0.6 s. When a drop of water
comes in contact with the bottom of the vertically placed
sample, the water immediately spreads upward at a high
velocity on the silicon surface, as shown in Figure 6(g).

The water-uphill process was also observed on the
femtosecond laser-structured glass surface [98]. The glass
surface is originally hydrophilic. The CA of a water droplet
on the smooth glass surface is 15°. When the multiple par-
allel microgrooves were prepared on the glass surface
(Figure 6(h)), water droplets can thoroughly wet the rough
structures with a water CA (WCA) of 0°. The water drop-
let can also move uphill along the microgrooves of the
glass surface when the surface is vertical (Figure 6(i)).

The results demonstrate that femtosecond laser-induced
micro/nanostructures turn metals, silicon, and glass super-
hydrophilic for volatile liquids and water. Liquids can easily
wet the laser-structured surface. These substrates are inher-
ently hydrophilic. According to the Wenzel equation, the
rough surface microstructure can enhance the natural wetta-
bility of a solid surface [72]. The hydrophilicity is amplified
to superhydrophilicity by the surface micro/nanostructures.
Therefore, the laser-ablated hydrophilic substrates usually
exhibit strong superhydrophilicity.

3.2. Superhydrophobic Surfaces. In the eyes of Asians, lotus
leaves (Figure 7(a)) are a symbol of sanctity because they
grow on the silt but are not imbrued. Raindrops and
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focus the laser beam. (c) The line-by-line laser scanning manner. (d) The interaction between femtosecond laser and solid substrate.
Reproduced from [89, 90, 93] with the permission.
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dewdrops can curl into a small ball shape on the lotus leaf.
When the lotus leaf has a slight shake, the liquid droplets
will freely roll down and take the contaminants away from
the surface. This phenomenon is called the “self-cleaning
effect” or “lotus leaf effect” [14, 36, 37]. The self-cleaning
effect is ascribed to the excellent superhydrophobicity of
the lotus leaf [14, 15]. Superhydrophobicity generally refers
to that water droplet on a solid substrate has a WCA larger
than 150°. Figure 7(d) shows the shape of a tiny water
droplet on the lotus leaf. The WCA reaches up to 160°.
Water droplets can easily roll on the lotus leaf, and the
water SA (WSA) is only 2° (Figure 7(e)) [60, 121]. In
1997, Barthlott and Neinhuis revealed the microstructure
of the surface of the lotus leaf through a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) [14]. It was found that a large number
of microscale papillae with a diameter of about 10μm are
randomly distributed on the surface of the lotus leaf
(Figure 7(b)) [121]. Each microscale papillae is further cov-
ered with rich nanoscale branch-like protrusions with a
diameter of ~120 nm, forming a micro/nanoscale hierarchi-
cal structure (Figure 7(c)). In addition, the whole surface is
coated with a layer of hydrophobic wax crystals which has
very low surface energy. The hierarchical microstructure
can hold the water droplet up when the water droplet is
dripped onto the lotus leaf. An air cushion forms under-
neath the water droplet, which has excellent repellence to
water droplet. The trapped air cushion remarkably reduces
the effective contact area between the water droplet and the
lotus leaf. The water droplet only touches the top part of

the hierarchical microstructure but cannot wet such surface
structure, as shown in Figure 7(f). Therefore, the lotus leaf
offers excellent water resistance and has superhydrophobi-
city. The contact between the water droplet and lotus leaf
is at the Cassie wetting state [72, 73, 75, 76]. The superhy-
drophobicity of lotus leaf reveals that the synergistic effect
between hierarchical microstructure and low-surface-
energy chemical composition results in the superhydropho-
bicity and extremely low water adhesion.

Two routes are mainly adopted to fabricate superhydro-
phobic surfaces by imitating the lotus leaf [136–139]. For a
hydrophilic substrate, rough microstructures should be cre-
ated on the material surface first. And, the surface further
needs to be modified with the low-surface-energy molecular
layer to obtain superhydrophobicity. If the substrate is an
intrinsically hydrophobic material, superhydrophobicity
can be directly achieved by constructing proper rough
microstructures on the material surface.

3.2.1. Silicon Surface. In 2006, Baldacchini et al. obtained
superhydrophobicity on silicon surface by femtosecond laser
treatment [99]. The n-doped Si(100) wafer was firstly fixed
in a processing chamber filled with reactive SF6 gas. Then,
the femtosecond laser beam was focused on the silicon sur-
face by a plane-convex lens with a focal length of 25 cm.
They found that rough microstructures were formed under
femtosecond laser ablation. The height of the microstruc-
tures increased with increasing the laser fluence. As the
fluence increased to larger than 4.0 kJ/m2, separated high-

Figure 5: Various 2D patterns and 3D microstructures fabricated by femtosecond laser. Reproduced from [94, 95] with the permission.
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Figure 6: Superhydrophilicity of the (a–e) platinum, (f, g) silicon, and (h, i) glass surfaces after femtosecond laser treatment. (a–d) Laser-
induced multiple parallel microgrooves on the platinum surface. (e) Methanol quickly wetting the structured metal surface. (f) Laser-
induced microstructure on the silicon surface. (g) Water wetting and spreading uphill on the structured silicon surface. (h) Laser-
induced microstructure on the glass surface. (i) Water wetting and spreading uphill on the structured glass surface. Reproduced from
[96–98] with the permission.
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Figure 7: Superhydrophobicity of lotus leaf. (a) Photography of a lotus leaf. (b, c) SEM images of the surface microstructure of a lotus leaf.
(d) Water droplet on the lotus leaf. (e) Water droplet rolling on a lotus leaf. (f) Cassie wetting state between water droplet and the surface
microstructure of a lotus leaf. Reproduced from [121] with the permission.
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aspect-ratio protrusions started to appear. With continuing
to grow the laser fluence, a kind of well-defined conical-
shaped spikes could finally be fabricated on the silicon sur-
face (Figures 8(a) and 8(b)). The laser-structured surface
was further lowered surface free energy by the modification
of fluoroalkylsilane molecules. The resultant surface showed
excellent superhydrophobicity and very low water adhesion.
Water droplets on the superhydrophobic surface had a
WCA of 160° (Figure 8(d)) and a very small contact angle
hysteresis (<3°). By contrast, the intrinsic WCA for a
fluoroalkylsilane-modified smooth silicon surface was only
115° (Figure 8(c)).

Similarly, Zorba et al. also used the femtosecond laser to
create superhydrophobic silicon microstructures under the
SF6 gas (Figure 8(e)) [100, 140]. After laser ablation, the
sample surface was entirely covered by uniform microscale
conical spikes with a size of 10μm and an aspect ratio of 4
(Figure 8(g)). The surface of every conical spike was also
covered by abundant nanoscale protrusions (Figure 8(h)).
Such hierarchical rough microstructure is very similar to a
natural lotus leaf and is usually called “black silicon” because
the sample surface looks very dark (Figure 8(e)). After the
fluoroalkylsilane modification, a water droplet on the sample
surface could bead up to form a nearly spherical shape with a
WCA of 154° (Figure 8(f)). It could easily roll off a 5° tilted
surface.

Superhydrophobicity was successfully achieved on sili-
con surface by femtosecond laser ablation under SF6 gas,
but the SF6 processing environment also made the experi-
mental equipment and the operation step very complex.
Chen’s group developed the method for constructing super-
hydrophobic silicon surface by simple femtosecond laser
ablation in the atmosphere [101, 141–143]. In ambient con-
ditions, the laser beam was directly focused on the silicon
surface by an objective lens (20×, NA = 0:45). The diameter
of the focal spot was about 10μm. The line-by-line scanning
was adopted with the laser power, scanning speed, and inter-

val of 15mW, 2mm/s, and 2μm, respectively. The femtosec-
ond laser treatment generated a rough micro/nanoscale
binary structure on the silicon surface (Figures 9(a)–9(d))
[101]. The laser-structured surface is uniformly covered by
an array of periodic microscale mountains with a period of
10μm. The height and the diameter of the micromountains
are ~2.9 and 6μm, respectively. In addition, there are plenty
of nanoscale protrusions upon the surface of the micro-
mountains. Every micromountain is also surrounded by four
deep microholes. The measured surface roughness reaches
up to 2.46μm. The as-prepared microscale and nanoscale
structures result from the femtosecond laser pulse-induced
ablation and the recrystallization of ejected particles [92].
Such rough hierarchical microstructure is helpful to achieve
superhydrophobicity. Following the ablation process, the
rough silicon surface was further modified with a fluoroalk-
ylsilane monolayer. Figures 9(e) and 9(f) show a tiny water
droplet on the as-prepared surface, which maintains a spher-
ical shape with a WCA of 158°. With slightly tilting or shak-
ing the sample, the droplet could easily roll away. The
measured water WSA was as low as 4°. A water droplet that
free-fell onto the as-prepared surface could rebounce
numerous times with a rebound coefficient of 0.9. The
extremely high WCA and low WSA values reveal that the
femtosecond laser-induced silicon microstructure possesses
outstanding features of superhydrophobicity and ultralow
adhesion to water. Water droplet on such ultralow adhesive
superhydrophobic surface is at the Cassie state and can only
contact the peak of the rough micromountains. The trapped
air between the surface microstructure and the droplet gives
rise to the excellent water repellency of the femtosecond
laser-structured silicon surface.

By adjusting the parameters during femtosecond laser
ablation or designing the unique micropatterned surface
structure, even the anisotropic wettability or the tunable
water-adhesion can be appended to the as-prepared superhy-
drophobic surfaces [141–143]. The anisotropic or adhesion-

2 𝜇m

(a)
(e) (f)

(g) (h)

(b)

(c) (d)

2 𝜇m

5 𝜇m 1 𝜇m

Figure 8: Different superhydrophobic silicon surfaces prepared by femtosecond laser ablation under the reactive SF6 gas. (a, b) SEM images
of the laser-structured silicon microstructure. (c, d) Water droplet on the fluoroalkylsilane-modified (c) flat silicon surface and (d) textured
silicon surface. (e) Photography of a water droplet on the femtosecond laser-structured superhydrophobic black silicon surface. (f) Shape of
the water droplet in (e). (g, h) Surface microstructure of the black silicon in (e). Reproduced from [99, 100] with the permission.
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tunable superhydrophobic surfaces have great applications in
manipulating liquid droplets.

3.2.2. Polymers. As far as the inherently hydrophilic sub-
strate, the sample needs to be further lowered surface free
energy to obtain superhydrophobicity after forming enough
rough surface microstructures. However, superhydrophobic
microstructures can be directly created on an intrinsically
hydrophobic substrate without additional chemical modifi-
cation. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) has many features
such as flexibility, thermal stability, optical transparency,
nontoxicity, and good biocompatibility [144, 145]. In addi-
tion, it is also a common hydrophobic substrate. Yong et al.
used the one-step femtosecond laser ablation to fabricate var-
ious superhydrophobic PDMS surfaces [102, 124, 146, 147].
A microgroove with a width of 12.17μm and a depth of
8.57μm could be formed on the PDMS surface after the scan
by a focused femtosecond laser beam (energy/pulse of 30μJ)
at the scanning speed of 4mm/s (Figure 10(a)) [102]. A peri-
odic microgroove array was further generated by the line-by-
line scanning, as shown in Figure 10(a). There are a lot of
irregular nanoparticles randomly covering the wall and rim
of the microgrooves. With decreasing the period (D) of the
microgrooves array, the femtosecond-laser-induced micro-

grooves got near each other (Figures 10(a) and 10(b)).
Finally, a new homogeneous rough microstructure appeared
because of the strong overlap of the adjacent microgrooves
when D ≤ 10μm (Figure 10(c)). The femtosecond laser-
ablated PDMS surface was characterized by numerous
microscale coral-like microstructures (Figure 10(d)). The size
of the coral-like structures was about several micrometers,
and their surface was randomly and entirely distributed with
nanoprotrusions, forming a hierarchical microstructure.
Water droplets on the uniform hierarchical microstructure
showed a WCA of 157.5° (Figure 10(e)) and could easily roll
away on a 1° tilted substrate (Figure 10(f)). Therefore, the
rough PDMS surface exhibits ultralow adhesive superhydro-
phobicity even without any modification because the laser-
induced microstructure directly allows the water droplet to
be at the Cassie state on the PDMS surface.

Because of the advantages of low cost, strong chemical
resistance, and environmental stability, polytetrafluoroethyl-
ene (PTFE) is widely used in numerous industrial fields. The
surface morphology and chemical composition of the PTFE
substrate almost do not change regardless of the storage in
harsh environments (e.g., strong acid and alkali solutions,
very low or high temperature (-180°C to +250°C), and even
organic solvents) for a long time. This remarkable stability

CA = 158° ± 1°

(c)

(a)

(d)

(e) (f)

(b)

Figure 9: Superhydrophobic silicon surface fabricated by femtosecond laser ablation in the atmosphere. (a–d) SEM images of the femtosecond
laser-ablated silicon surface: (a) side view, (b) top view, (c) higher resolution image, and (d) cross-sectional image. (e, f) Shape of a small water
droplet on the superhydrophobic silicon surface. Reproduced from [101] with the permission.
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is a double-edged sword, which also brings many difficulties
to create a rough texture on the PTFE surface. Many con-
ventional methods (e.g., chemical etching, thermal treat-
ment, coating, template replication) are not suited for
achieving superhydrophobicity on the PTFE surface because
those methods cannot roughen the PTFE substrate. How-
ever, building micro/nanoscale texture on PTFE substrate
becomes an easy thing via femtosecond laser ablation. Yong
et al. obtained a superhydrophobic PTFE surface by a one-
step femtosecond treatment [103, 148]. After laser ablation,
there were abundant pores and protrusions forming on the
PTFE surface (Figures 11(a)–11(c)). The pores are intercon-
nected with each other, like an ant nest. The protrusions are
300nm to 2μm in size. Water droplets on the laser-
structured PTFE showed a WCA of 155.5° (Figures 11(d)
and 11(e)) and could roll off once the sample was tilted
2.5° (Figure 11(f)), indicating that the hydrophobicity of
the PTFE material was amplified by the laser-induced sur-
face roughness. Such femtosecond laser-structured surface
exhibits both superhydrophobicity and ultralow adhesion
to water droplets because water droplets are at the Cassie
wetting state on the microstructures. In general, rough
microstructures can amplify the surface wettability of solid
materials, so the PTFE substrate was changed from intrinsic
hydrophobicity (WCA = 111:5°) to contrasting superhydro-
phobicity after femtosecond laser treatment.

The advantage of the chemical stability of the PTFE
material ensures the durability of the superhydrophobicity
of the laser-ablated PTFE surfaces [103, 148]. When the
aqueous droplets with pH ranging from 1 to 13 were placed
on the rough PTFE sheet, the measured WCAs were larger
than 150° and the WSAs were smaller than 10° for no matter
acid water droplets or alkaline water droplets. Therefore, the
femtosecond laser-structured PTFE surface could also main-
tain its ultralow adhesive superhydrophobicity to various

strong acid/alkaline solutions [103]. Similarly, when the
sample was stored in the aqueous solution with different
pH, the superhydrophobicity showed no change after a
whole day, demonstrating that the surface had strong repel-
lence to acid/alkaline solutions. In addition, the surface
microstructure is also able to withstand heat. Even though
the sample was heated at 200°C for one day, no significant
decrease of the measured WCA and increased WSA
occurred. The result also revealed that the structured PTFE
surface kept its superhydrophobicity when stored in various
harsh environments for one day, including high temperature
(250°C), 40% hydrofluoric acid, concentrated sulfuric acid,
10M sodium hydroxide solution, and even aqua regia
[148]. Such durable property is intimately linked to the
inherent chemical inertness of the PTFE substrate and the
laser-induced microstructure. Chemical inertness leads to
an ultralow damage speed for the aspects of no matter sur-
face chemical composition or the topography. The rough
surface microstructure amplifies this effect by significantly
reducing the contact area between corrosive liquids and the
PTFE surface.

Shape-memory polymer (SMP) is a smart material that
can transform between permanent and deformed shapes
under external stimuli [149–151]. Due to the unique
shape-memory property, reversible wettability can be real-
ized on the SMP surface by designing appropriate micro/
nanostructures. Recently, Bai et al. created micropillar struc-
tures on the thermal-responsive SMP surface by femtosec-
ond laser ablation [104]. The surface showed excellent low-
adhesive superhydrophobicity after fluoroalkylsilane treat-
ment. When the surface was pressed by force, all the SMP
micropillars would lean to one side with the decline of sur-
face superhydrophobicity. Interestingly, the surface mor-
phology and wettability could completely recover to the
original states through a simple heating process. The surface

D = 40 𝜇m D = 20 𝜇m D = 10 𝜇m

(d)

(e)(a) (b) (c)

(f)

CA = 157.5° ± 1°

Figure 10: Surface microstructure and wettability of the femtosecond laser-structured PDMS surfaces. (a–c) SEM images and 3D and cross-
sectional profiles of the femtosecond laser-induced microgrooves array with different periods (D): (a) 40 μm, (b) 20μm, and (c) 10 μm. The
basic microgrooves in (c) are destroyed due to the strong overlap of the adjacent microgrooves. (d) SEM image of the surface microstructure
in (c) at high magnification. (e) Static shape of a water droplet on the homogeneous rough PDMS substrate. (f) Dynamic sequence of a water
droplet rolling on the rough PDMS surface tilted at 1°. Reproduced from [102] with the permission.
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microstructures and wettability of the SMP micropillars
could be reversibly regulated by repeatedly pressing and
heating the samples.

3.2.3. Metals.Metals are widely applied in daily life, industry,
military, and agricultural production, such as building, auto-
mobile, machine, rope, airplane, ship, and weapon. How-
ever, those metal-based devices usually suffer from
contamination, corrosion, rusting, oxidation, and freezing.
For example, the rust of industrial machines causes enor-
mous economic losses every year [152]. In the past, several
plane crashes were ascribed to the ice formation on the
wings [153]. Fortunately, endowing the metal surfaces with
superhydrophobicity is an effective way to solve the prob-
lems as mentioned above [46, 47, 54, 55, 154]. Kietzig et al.
prepared specific rough double-scale microstructures on dif-
ferent metal alloys by femtosecond laser ablation [105]. As
long as the treated surfaces were stored in air for 30 days,
the wettability of those surfaces would switch from superhy-
drophilicity to superhydrophobicity because the laser-
induced microstructures were inclined to absorb carbon-
containing compounds in the atmosphere.

Wu et al. used a femtosecond laser to ablate the AISI
316L stainless steel at different laser fluences [106]. The laser
beam was focused on the sample surface with a spot diame-
ter of 180μm in a vacuum chamber under vacuum
(3:5 × 10−3 Pa). For the case of low laser fluence (e.g.,
0.08 J/cm2), a periodic nanoscale structure was formed on
the sample surface, known as the laser-induced periodic sur-

face structure (LIPSS), as shown in Figure 12(a). The direc-
tion of the LIPSS was perpendicular to the polarization of
the laser beam. The period of the LIPSS was ~500 nm. The
width and the height of the ripples were both about
350 nm. LIPSS is a unique characteristic only possessed by
laser irradiation, which is generally caused by the interference
between the incident laser pulse and the scattered tangential
wave originating from previous pulses [64–67]. As the laser
fluence increases, separated protrusions with bigger width
than the LIPSS were generated. For the higher laser fluence
(e.g., 2.4 J/cm2), the separated protrusions turned to conical-
shaped spikes with the size of several micrometers
(Figure 12(b)). The top of the spikes was also covered with
the typical LIPSS, forming a hierarchical micro- and nanoscale
structure. Only LIPSS was formed at low laser intensity. As far
as the case of high laser intensity, the high central fluence
allowed the material in the spot center to melt. Such liquid
metal would further undergo extreme heat-induced phase
explosion, cool rapidly, and freeze. Microscale roughness was
generated during this instantaneous process. As the spot cen-
ter moved, the low-fluence spot fringe built the LIPSS on the
microscale protrusions. It was found that both the size and
the distance between the spikes increased with the increase
of the laser fluence. When different sample surfaces were sila-
nized by silane reagent, the flat stainless steel surface exhibited
weak hydrophobicity with a WCA of 113.0°. The surface with
only nanoscale LIPSS showed a WCA of 150.3° (inset of
Figure 12(a)). Still, water droplets could not roll off on
such substrate. In contrast, the surface with double-scale

Water

(a) (b)

(c) (f)(e)

(d)

Oil

Figure 11: Superhydrophobicity of the PTFE surface after femtosecond laser ablation. (a–c) Surface microstructure. (d) Photography of
water (blue color) droplets on the as-prepared PTFE surface. (e) Static shape and (f) roll behavior of a water droplet on the laser-
structured surface. Reproduced from [103] with the permission.
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microstructure presented superhydrophobicity and very low
adhesion to water droplets with a WCA of 166.3° (inset of
Figure 12(b)) and a WSA of 4.2°, respectively.

Vorobyev and Guo obtained various black metals by
femtosecond treatment [107]. As shown in Figure 12(c),
laser ablation resulted in that the platinum surface became
velvet black. The platinum surface was ablated by a laser
beam at the laser fluence of 9.8 J/cm2. The enhanced opti-
cal absorption reveals that microstructures are formed on
the platinum surface. The laser-treated surface is character-
ized by a uniform hierarchical surface microstructure. An
array of parallel microgrooves with a depth of 75μm and
a space of 100μm was generated on the sample surface
(Figure 12(d)). The microgrooves were interspersed with
many nanoparticles whose smallest feature was only 5-10 nm

(Figures 12(e) and 12(f)). As the treated surface was exposed
to air for enough period, superhydrophobicity was exhibited
by the rough black platinum surface. The measured WCA of
a tiny water droplet on the surface was 158°. Regarding the
dynamic property, the water droplet could easily roll off as
the superhydrophobic surface was tilted to 4°, demonstrating
the excellent water repellency of the as-prepared black metal
(Figure 12(i)). The superhydrophobic microstructures were
also fabricated on the brass and titanium substrates by femto-
second laser ablation at the laser fluence of 3.9 J/cm2 and
7.6 J/cm2, respectively (Figures 12(g) and 12(h)). The laser-
induced superhydrophobic metallic surfaces have a low light
reflectance. The hierarchical surface microstructures cause
that the reflectance decreases to 3.3%-4.1% (platinum sur-
face), 1.3%-3.5% (brass surface), and 4.2%-4.5% (titanium
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Figure 12: Different superhydrophobic metals fabricated by the femtosecond laser. (a, b) Top (left column), side (middle column) views,
and profiles (right column) of the surface microstructures of the stainless steel surfaces ablated by femtosecond laser at different laser
fluences: (a) low fluence = 0:08 J/cm2 and (b) high fluence = 2:4 J/cm2. Insets: water droplets on the silanized surfaces. (c) Photography of
the laser-ablated platinum surface. (d) 3D profile of the microstructure of the black platinum surface. (e, f) SEM images of the rough
platinum surface. (g, h) Femtosecond laser-induced superhydrophobic microstructures on (g) the brass surface and (h) the titanium
surface. (i) Water repellence of the as-prepared superhydrophobic black metal. (j) Surface microstructures of the zinc surface after
femtosecond laser treatment. The inset shows a water droplet on the zinc sample after dark storage. Reproduced from [106–108] with
the permission.
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surface) in the visible wavelengths, respectively. The collision
of metal blackening and superhydrophobicity can produce
many colorful fireworks. The black metals with high optical
absorption have potential applications in light collection
and solar cells. The water repellence and the self-cleaning
function can improve the performance and reduce the main-
tenance of the devices that use those surfaces.

Yong et al. fabricated a superhydrophobic zinc surface
with switchable wettability by femtosecond laser processing
[108]. Figure 12(j) shows the SEM images of the sample sur-
face after femtosecond laser ablation. The surface morphol-
ogy is a typical micro/nanoscale hierarchical structure.
Uniform micromountains are arranged on the zinc surface
as an array. The size of the micromountains is about 8μm,
and the average distance between those micromountains is
about 10μm. The center domain between adjacent four
micromountains develops to a deep microhole. The surface
of every micromountain is also coated with abundant irreg-
ular nanoprotrusions. The untreated bare flat zinc consists
of Zn element with an atomic proportion of 100%. In con-
trast, the atomic proportion of Zn decreases to 67.56%,
and new element O with an atomic proportion of 32.44%
appear in the sample surface after laser ablation. The result
reveals that oxidation also occurs during femtosecond laser
treatment, leading to a thin rough ZnO layer coating on
the original Zn substrate. The rough ZnO microstructure
exhibits superhydrophobicity after dark storage, with the
measured WCA and WSA of 159.5° and 8° to a water drop-
let, respectively (inset of Figure 12(j)).

3.2.4. Glass. Glass is one of the typical difficult-to-process
materials because of its high hardness and brittleness,
but femtosecond laser is an effective tool to process glass
surfaces. Zhou et al. applied a femtosecond laser to build
a double-scale structure on a K9 glass surface [109]. The
microraster was formed by the repeated laser scans on
the sample surface. The groove depth, groove width, and
ridge width of the microraster are 50μm, 210μm, and
20μm, respectively. A large number of regular submicron
structures also exist in the microgrooves. The resultant
glass surface showed great superhydrophobicity after low-
ering the surface free energy of the double-scale rough ras-
ter structure by fluoroalkylsilane modification. On the
sample surface, the WCA and WSA of a water droplet
were 152.3° and 4.6°, respectively. By comparison, the
water droplet on the silanized smooth K9 glass had a
WCA of just 114.7°. Ahsan et al. also achieved superhy-
drophobicity on a soda-lime glass surface by laser micro-
fabrication [110]. The laser scanning led to periodic
microgratings with a period of 10μm on the glass surface.
Each track was ablated twice by the laser beam. The peri-
odic microgratings were 8μm in width. Meanwhile, micro-
pillars with a width of 2μm were also evolved as the
boundary of adjacent microgratings. There were periodic
self-assembled microripples and nonuniform nanostruc-
tures at the bottom of the microgratings. Such laser-
structured glass surface presented a WCA ranging from
152° to 155° as long as the rough surface was further
chemically treated with fluoroalkylsilane.

Lin et al. prepared a transparent superhydrophobic sur-
face by directly writing an array of micropits on the surface
of silica glass using a femtosecond laser [111]. Figure 13(a)
shows the microstructure of the laser-induced micropits.
The micropits are arranged uniformly and periodically.
The micropits are 20μm in diameter and 30μm in spacing.
The inner surface of the micropits is characterized by sub-
micrometer ripples. A larger number of nanorods and nano-
particles are also formed on the ripple structures. After
chemical modification to reduce the surface free energy,
the surface of the structured glass exhibits excellent superhy-
drophobicity, with a WCA of 161:2 ± 0:4° and a WSA of 2
± 1° (Figure 13(b)). Interestingly, the hierarchical micropits
do not strongly affect the light transmittance of the glass
(Figure 13(c)). The transparency of the superhydrophobic
glass is higher than 92% in visible and near-infrared wave-
lengths (Figure 13(d)). The appropriate micropits with self-
organized nanostructures provide the essential roughness
for the entire surface to achieve superhydrophobic, while
the sufficient unirradiated areas (over 65%) between the
micropits ensure the high transparency of the laser-ablated
glass.

3.3. Applications of Superhydrophobic/
Superhydrophilic Surfaces

3.3.1. Water Superwicking. Superhydrophilic microstructure
can enhance the wetting effect of water on solid materials.
Water fully spreads out on the superhydrophilic surface,
which dramatically increases the contact area between the
liquid and the solid substrate. The superwicking property
can allow fluids to wet a tilted surface against gravity
(Figures 6(e), 6(g), and 6(i)) [96–98]. The driving forces of
the liquid spreading are the supercapillary effect and super-
hydrophilic force. The superwicking property can be widely
applied in liquid drive, evaporation, heat transfer, microflu-
idic, fuel cell, and catalyst. For example, Singh et al. created
superhydrophilic microstructures on an aluminum surface
[155]. The super-wicking and super-light-absorbing proper-
ties enable the functional surface to be applied in efficient
solar-based water sanitation. The superhydrophilic micro-
structure can drive the contaminated water to the solar
absorber, even if the device is tilted at any angle for directly
facing the sun. Sunlight is absorbed by the metal, heating the
metal surface and causing water to evaporate. The femtosec-
ond laser-induced superhydrophilic microstructure shows a
remarkable ability to purify contaminated water, with evap-
oration efficiency exceeding 100% of an ideal device.

3.3.2. Liquid Repellence. Liquid repellence is a natural prop-
erty of superhydrophobic surfaces. Superhydrophobic mate-
rials are difficult to be wetted by water [99–111, 124,
140–154]. Water droplets roll easily on the superhydropho-
bic surface. The water droplets, such as raindrops, can
bounce off when they impact superhydrophobic surfaces
(Figure 12(i) and Figure 14(a)) [103]. The superhydrophobic
materials can keep clean and dry in the rain and other
humid environments. The liquid repellence is the basics of
the broad applications of superhydrophobic materials.
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3.3.3. Self-Cleaning. Like lotus leaf, the femtosecond laser-
induced artificial superhydrophobic surfaces also have excel-
lent self-cleaning ability (Figure 14(b)) [101, 102, 140].
When a superhydrophobic surface is contaminated with
solid dust particles, water droplets (such as raindrops) that
fall on the sample surface will roll off freely and collect all
the dust particles in their path. The contaminated surface
looks very messy, but the path of the water droplets becomes
clean, leaving no pollutions behind. Compared with a com-
mon smooth surface, water droplets on the superhydropho-
bic surface remain quasi-spherical and can easily roll off.
The droplets can pick up foreign dirt particles during the
rolling process because water has a stronger affinity for most
dust than solid surfaces. The self-cleaning function enables
the artificial superhydrophobic materials to be applied to
outdoor buildings, car housings, mobile phone screens, solar
panels, and other fields to reduce the number of cleaning of
these materials.

3.3.4. Manipulation of Tiny Droplets. Unlike the superhydro-
phobicity of lotus leaves, rose petals are superhydrophobic
but have high adhesion to water droplets. Chen et al. pro-
posed different strategies to adjust the water adhesion of
the femtosecond laser-induced superhydrophobic surfaces
[102, 141, 144, 145, 148]. For example, they fabricated a
series of patterns consisting of the untreated and the laser-
structured regions [38, 102, 141]. The untreated region has
high adhesion to water, while the laser-structured region
shows superhydrophobicity with ultralow adhesion. The
adhesion of the resultant superhydrophobic surface can be
tuned from extremely low to extremely high by changing

the area fraction of these two regions. Water droplets can
be manipulated in different ways based on the controllable
adhesion of the as-prepared superhydrophobic surfaces. As
shown in Figure 14(c), the superhydrophobic surface with
high adhesion can be used as a “mechanical hand” to pick
up a droplet from an ultralow-adhesive substrate [38]. The
droplet can be transported and placed on the surface with
higher water adhesion. The contact area between the droplet
and the mechanical hand is very small, so there is almost no
liquid loss in the whole process of droplet transportation.
Loss-less droplet transportation has a broad application
prospect in liquid manipulation, microchemical reaction,
and bioengineering. Free-falling water droplets can bounce
many times on superhydrophobic surfaces with ultralow
adhesion. With the increase of the adhesion, the rebounding
number of droplets gradually decreases [38]. For the highly
adhesive superhydrophobic surface, the water droplets
adhere tightly to the solid surface after impacting on the
sample and cannot rebound. The property of the controlla-
ble droplet bounce can be used for inkjet printing. When
small high-adhesive points are embedded on the low-
adhesive superhydrophobic surface, water droplets roll
across the surface and eventually attach to the designed
points. This pattern can quickly capture and locate droplets.

Bai et al. fabricated a superhydrophobic SMP surface
with anisotropic wettability by femtosecond laser etching
microgroove array on the SMP surface [94]. By integrating
the switchable adhesion and anisotropic wettability, the fem-
tosecond laser-structured SMP microgroove array could be
used as a multifunctional platform for liquid manipulation,
such as directional liquid transportation, directional self-
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Figure 13: Transparent superhydrophobic glass surface prepared by femtosecond laser. (a) Laser-induced hierarchical micropits on glass
surface. (b) Water droplet on the superhydrophobic glass surface. (c) Photograph of the as-prepared glass on a paper. (d) Transparency
of the laser-structured glass. Reproduced from [111] with the permission.
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Liquid repellence: water droplet rebounding on the superhydrophobic surface. (b) Self-cleaning: water droplets rolling away and taking
up foreign dirt particles on a superhydrophobic surface. (c) Droplet manipulation: transferring a tiny water droplet by using a
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superhydrophobic PTFE sheet. (e) The anti-icing and icephobic property of the triple-scale superhydrophobic microstructure. (f)
Superhydrophilic-superhydrophobic venation network for collecting water fog. (g) Superhydrophobicity making PDMS sheet with heavy
load floating on water surface. (h) Enhance Raman spectroscopy after concentrating the solution droplet on the superhydrophobic
substrate. (i) Patterning liquid by the superhydrophobic and superhydrophilic microstructures. (j) Cell culture on the laser-structured
surfaces with different wettability. Reproduced from [38, 60, 89, 101, 103, 156–159] with the permission.
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cleaning, liquid pattern, droplet-based microreactor, and
gas sensing. Meanwhile, these functions could be repeat-
edly realized on the same sample surface by continuously
“writing” and “erasing” the pattern of standing/inclined
microgrooves.

3.3.5. Oil/Water Separation. Frequent oil leakage accidents
and discharge of oily industrial wastewater cause substantial
economic losses and seriously pollute the natural ecological
environment [40–43, 160]. Yong et al. proposed a method
for separating oil-water mixtures via the femtosecond
laser-structured superhydrophobic porous PTFE sheet
(Figure 14(d)) [103]. A femtosecond laser firstly ablated
the surface of a PTFE sheet to form a hierarchical micro-
structure on the sheet. A series of open microholes were then
created in the sheet by mechanical drilling. The as-prepared
porous sheet is superhydrophobic and strongly repels water.
However, oil can thoroughly wet the surface of the sheet and
permeate through the micropores. When the mixture of
water and oil is poured onto the superhydrophobic and
superoleophilic porous sheet, the superoleophilicity allows
the oil phase to penetrate and pass through the sheet. In con-
trast, the water repellence makes the superhydrophobic
sheet intercept water; that is, the water phase cannot pass
through the sheet. Finally, the oil-water mixture is success-
fully separated into the water portion above the sheet and
the oil portion under the sheet. Because of the durability of
the superhydrophobicity of the laser-ablated PTFE, the
superhydrophobic porous PTFE sheet can even separate
the mixtures of oils and strong acid/alkali solutions.

3.3.6. Fog/Water Harvesting. Ren et al. prepared a Janus foil
by femtosecond laser drilling, low surface energy modifica-
tion, and laser removal [161]. The laser drilling process gen-
erated a set of micropores on the aluminum foil. The laser-
incident side is defined as the bottom surface, and the oppo-
site is defined as the top surface. The resultant micropores
are conical because of the cone shape and the Gaussian
power distribution of the focused laser beam. The diameter
of the pores on the bottom surface is larger than that on
the top surface, forming a conical gradient structure. The
drilled aluminum foil shows superhydrophilicity due to the
formation of surface microstructure. After low-surface-
energy modification, both sides of the aluminum foil become
superhydrophobic. Finally, a laser was used to scan the bot-
tom surface of the porous foil. After the removal of modified
fluoroalkyl silane, the superhydrophilic state of the bottom
surface was restored. The top surface remained superhydro-
phobicity. It was found that droplets could automatically
pass through the hydrophilic/hydrophobic Janus membrane
from the top surface to the bottom surface. This process is
driven by gradient wetting force and Laplace pressure of
the conical micropores. This Janus foil can be used to collect
fog from the atmosphere, efficiently transferring the col-
lected water to the inside of the collector. Compared with
the ordinary superhydrophilic membrane, the water collec-
tion efficiency of the Janus foil is improved by 209 %. Yin
et al. fabricated a superhydrophobic-hydrophilic hybrid pat-
tern by gluing together a superhydrophobic mesh and a

hydrophilic copper sheet [162]. PTFE nanoparticles were
deposited on the surface of copper mesh during the process
of the femtosecond ablating the mesh on a PTFE substrate,
making the mesh superhydrophobic. The hybrid surface
has good performance and efficiency in fog harvesting. The
hydrophilic region firstly absorbs the tiny droplets. The
superhydrophobic structure enables the attached water
droplets to fall off from the hybrid surface in time and drop
into the collecting container when the diameter of the water
droplets exceeds the pore size of the mesh. Liu et al. reported
a novel water-collecting configuration of a superhydrophilic-
superhydrophobic venation network (Figure 14(f)) [156].
Superhydrophobic microstructures were previously formed
on the sample surface by femtosecond laser ablation. Then,
the superhydrophilic venation network was integrated into
the superhydrophobic area. The skeleton of the venation
network is cascaded with the water-collecting microstruc-
tures. The fog drops attached to the sample surface can be
self-driven and concentrated to a designated location. The
venation network can perform water collection on a large-
scale surface.

3.3.7. Anti-Icing. Pan et al. designed a triple-scale superhy-
drophobic microstructure with both anti-icing and icephobic
capabilities [157]. Femtosecond laser ablation combined with
chemical oxidation produced periodic hierarchical micro-
cones on the copper sheets. The surface of the microcones
is covered with nanograsses and microflowers. The surface
shows stable superhydrophobicity under the Cassie state,
and the critical Laplace pressure can reach 1450Pa. The
superhydrophobic surface has excellent anti-icing capability,
mainly attributed to the rapid rolling-off of impacting drop-
lets, excellent humidity resistance via hierarchical condensa-
tion, and a remarkable delay of heterogeneous nucleation at
the solid-liquid interface under freezing conditions. When a
droplet impacts the superhydrophobic surface, the droplet
can rebound more than 20 times. The contact time between
the droplet and sample surface is less than 9ms, avoiding
the complete contact between liquid and the solid surface.
The condensed secondary droplets between the microcones
can move upward and be continually absorbed into the con-
densed primary droplets at high humidity (Figure 14(e)), so
the space between surface microstructures is filled with air
instead of the condensed droplets. The trapped air within
the surface microstructure acts like a thermal resistance layer
and can significantly reduce the heat transfer between the
solid surface and the liquid. The stable air pockets in the Cas-
sie state result in a significant delay of the heterogeneous
nucleation at the solid-liquid interface. In addition, the adhe-
sion strength of ice on the superhydrophobic surface is only
1.7 kPa. The ice can even be removed by its weight. Therefore,
the as-prepared superhydrophobic surface also has outstand-
ing icephobic performance in addition to the anti-icing
capability.

3.3.8. Buoyancy Enhancement. Superhydrophobicity allows
tiny devices to float on water. Yong et al. designed five differ-
ent PDMS wafers by femtosecond laser processing [60]. The
surfaces of these wafers have different wettabilities. The
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comparison shows that the wettability of the lower surface
has little effect on the loading capacity of the wafers, while
the superhydrophobicity of the upper surface, especially
the edge of the upper surface, can significantly improve the
loading capacity of the thin sheet (Figure 14(g)). This effect
is known as the “superhydrophobic edge effect”. It is difficult
for water to wet the superhydrophobic structure on the
upper edge of the thin sheet. The superhydrophobic struc-
ture and surface tension can bend the water surface even
though the top of the sheet is already below the water level.
The curved liquid meniscus increases the total displacement,
thereby increasing the buoyancy acting on the sheet. The
increased buoyancy gives the superhydrophobic sheet a
greater load capacity. Zhan et al. demonstrated that superhy-
drophobicity can even make sheets of metal float on water
[61]. Ordinary metals sink quickly to the bottom of water
because they are denser than water. There are many impor-
tant potential applications for tiny devices that can float on
water, such as hydrology monitoring, water pollution moni-
toring, and support for aquatic robots.

3.3.9. Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS). The
superhydrophobic surface also has important applications
in biochemical analysis and detection. Wang et al. found that
the superhydrophobic microstructures prepared by femto-
second laser ablation can enhance Raman spectroscopy
[158]. Femtosecond laser ablation produced a large number
of conical-spike-like microstructures on a silicon substrate.
Then, a silver film with a thickness of 60 nm was deposited
on the laser-induced structure by an electron beam evapora-
tor. After absorbing low-surface-energy carbon compounds
in the air, the structured surface shows superhydrophobicity
and has extremely low adhesion to the aqueous solution. The
superhydrophobicity allows the contact line of the solution
droplet on the as-prepared surface to freely shrink inwards
without the pinning effect during droplet evaporation. After
evaporation, the area of the concentrated solution is reduced
to 0.14mm2, which is 19.5 times less than that on the high-
adhesion substrates. The concentration of the molecules is
88.1 times that of the original solution. The ultrahigh con-
centration of the molecules can make the Raman signal
enhancement factor reach 6 × 106, which is far higher than
the requirement of molecular-level detection (Figure 14(h)).
The surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy based on the
laser-induced superhydrophobic substrate shows excellent
performance in ultra-trace molecular detection.

3.3.10. Liquid Patterning. The superhydrophobic microstruc-
ture has strong liquid repellence, which can drive the liquid to
other places. By using superhydrophobic microstructure to
restrict the liquid, complex liquid patterns can be prepared.
For example, Yong et al. prepared structured patterns on a
PDMS substrate by femtosecond laser treatment and selective
oxygen plasma treatment [89]. The pattern is composed of
superhydrophilic region and superhydrophobic region. When
water is distributed to the patterned surface, it only wets the
superhydrophilic area but does not exist above the superhydro-
phobic region. Water is restricted to the superhydrophilic
region and is difficult to spread to the superhydrophobic region

because of its strong repulsive effect. As a result, the superhy-
drophilic area is entirely covered by water, and the superhydro-
phobic area remains clean, forming a liquid pattern
(Figure 14(i)). The shape of the liquid pattern is consistent with
the design of the superhydrophilic region surrounded by a
superhydrophobic region. This method can pattern liquids to
various complex shapes by using superhydrophilic-
superhydrophobic microstructures.

3.3.11. Cell Engineering. The adhesion, growth, division,
migration, and other behaviors of cells are closely related
to the culture substrate. The surface roughness and chemical
composition of biomaterials play a crucial role in the behav-
ior of cells. In addition to the above two factors, wettability is
another important factor that affects the cell behavior on
solid substrates. The controllable wettability and roughness
of the femtosecond laser-processed surface can be used to
control the interaction between cells and biomaterials.
Ranella et al. prepared many kinds of conical spike micro-
structures under different laser energy fluences [159]. These
conical microstructures have different sizes, aspect ratios,
and densities. The wettability of the structured surfaces var-
ies from hydrophilic to superhydrophobic, resulting in
markedly different responses of fibroblasts to these surfaces.
It is found that these cells are more inclined to adhere to the
hydrophilic substrate and are inhibited on the superhydro-
phobic surface (Figure 14(j)). For the laser-structured rough
surface, the transition between cell rejection and cell affinity
can be achieved by changing the surface from hydrophobic
(modified with hydrophobic fluorosilane layer) to hydro-
philic (modified with hydrophilic oxide layer).

3.3.12. Underwater Wettability. The underwater wettability
is closely related to the wettability of the structured substrate
in the air [26, 89]. Yong et al. experimentally and theoreti-
cally discussed the relationship and interconversion between
six different superwetting states [89, 122, 123]. It is demon-
strated that most superhydrophilic microstructures prepared
by femtosecond laser are superoleophobic and superaero-
phobic in water, while most superhydrophobic microstruc-
tures are superoleophilic and superaerophilic in water.
Therefore, superhydrophilicity and superhydrophobicity
are the basis of various underwater superwettabilities.

4. Superoleophobicity

Although superhydrophobic surfaces can repel water, they
are readily wetted by organic liquids because they usually
have very low surface tension. When the CA of oil droplets
on the surface is greater than 150°, the surface is superoleo-
phobic. Superoleophobic surfaces can repel organic liquids
even with surface tension as low as 20-30mN/m [28, 32,
73]. It is more difficult to prepare a superoleophobic surface
than a superhydrophobic surface. Two breakthroughs play
an essential role in the development of superoleophobicity.
First, Tuteja et al. pointed out the importance of the reen-
trant surface curvature for achieving superoleophobicity in
the air [163, 164]. Another is that Liu et al. proposed the
concept of underwater superoleophobicity [19]. Their
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achievements were followed a rapid development in the field
of superoleophobic materials.

4.1. Superamphiphobic Surfaces. The superhydrophobic sur-
faces can repel water, but low-surface-tension organic liq-
uids usually wet them because the surface tension of
organic liquids is much lower than that of water [28, 32,
73]. Interestingly, the springtails can prevent oils from pen-
etrating the skin (Figure 15(a)) [165–167]. The superoleo-
phobicity allows the insect to breathe even in many
organic liquids with low surface tension. It is found that
the skin of the springtail is characterized by mushroom-
like reentrant microstructures [167]. A lot of bristles and
rhombic meshes are distributed on the springtail skin
(Figure 15(b)). The rhombic meshes are composed of inter-
connected nanogranules (Figure 15(c)). Both the ridges and
granules have a negative overhang shape, forming a reen-
trant curvature. It is the reentrant microstructure that results
in the superoleophobicity for the springtail skin.

Tuteja et al. first pointed out the importance of the reen-
trant microstructure in preparing a superoleophobic surface
[163]. Young’s CA of the liquids (such as oils and organic
solvents) with ultralow surface tension on any flat surface
is usually much less than 90° (θ < 90°). As shown in
Figure 15(d), when the liquid is in contact with the textured
surface with the local geometric angle, ψ, less than the
intrinsic CA of the liquid (θ < ψ), the net traction at the
liquid-gas interface is downward. The direction of the net
traction promotes the liquid to penetrate the solid texture,
so the liquid will thoroughly wet the rough microstructures
of the solid surface. On the contrary, the net traction is
upward in the case of θ > ψ (Figure 15(e)), which will drive
the liquid-gas interface back to the top of the columns and
lead to a composite solid-liquid-gas interface (Figure 15(f
)). Therefore, only the condition of θ ≥ ψ can support a sta-
ble Cassie state. According to this design constraint, the liq-
uids with low surface energy tend to wet many trapezoid-
shaped superhydrophobic microstructures (ψ > 90°). Only
the inverted-trapezoid-shaped surfaces (ψ < 90°) with reen-
trant texture have the possibility to support oils in the Cassie
state on a solid substrate (Figure 15(f)) [73, 164]. Therefore,
in addition to sufficiently rough micro/nanostructure and
strict chemical modification, a reentrant curvature structure
is necessary to achieve superoleophobicity in air. The super-
oleophobic surface can even repel oil droplets with a surface
tension of 20~30mN/m with an oil CA (OCA) of 150° or
greater.

Bioinspired reentrant microstructures are critical for
achieving superoleophobicity in the air [28, 32, 73]. Usually,
a superoleophobic surface also repels water because the sur-
face tension of water is much less than that of oils. The sur-
face that can repel both water and low-surface-tension
liquids is called a superamphiphobic surface [168–172].
Ultrafast laser-induced two-photon polymerization is a
microscopic 3D printing technology and can construct 3D
microstructures with submicrometer resolution. Liu et al.
used this method to successfully prepare triply reentrant
structures on various substrates, as shown in Figure 15(g)
[112]. The flat substrate was immersed into the negative

photoresist. Then, the laser was focused into the photoresist
and directly wrote microstructures layer by layer. The high
laser intensity in the focal point can trigger the radical poly-
merization reaction along the laser scanning path. The olig-
omers at the laser focal point were thus transformed into a
dense and cross-linked polymer network via photoinduced
reaction. After the printing process, the residual photoresist
was removed with propylene glycol methyl ether acetate and
isopropyl alcohol. Figure 15(g) shows the microstructure of
the as-prepared triply reentrant structures. The structure
has a slight overhang at the bottom of the inner vertical
overhang compared to the doubly reentrant microstructure.
The third overhang structure significantly increases the
maximum critical breakthrough pressure to low-surface-
tension liquids. The triply reentrant structure shows strong
repellence to water (with surface tension γ of 72.8mNm-1)
and various organic liquids (γ = 12:0 − 27:1mNm−1), such
as n-dodecane, ethanol, hexane, and silicone oil. Even the
fluorinated solvents (e.g., n-perfluorooctane) can also not
wet the as-prepared superamphiphobic surface. Notably,
the superamphiphobic reentrant structures can be written
on various substrates, such as rigid silicon wafer
(Figure 15(h)) and flexible polyimide film (Figure 15(i)).
This feature enriches the application of artificial superam-
phiphobic surfaces.

Although two-photon polymerization can produce per-
fect reentrant structures, this method is still limited by pro-
cessing efficiency and cannot produce superamphiphobic
microstructure on a large scale. The main reason is that each
unit of reentrant microstructure is induced by a large num-
ber of scanning lines and scanning layers. Except for two-
photon polymerization, the femtosecond laser is difficult to
directly write reentrant microstructures on the material sur-
face. Han et al. proposed a new strategy to prepare hierarchi-
cal reentrant microstructure by combining femtosecond
laser ablation and chemical etching method, as shown in
Figure 16(a) [113]. The femtosecond laser was focused on
the surfaces of the copper plates and scanned the sample
in a pattern of cross lines. After repeating 40 times, the scan-
ning lines of the grid became deep grooves because material
removal occurs along the laser scanning path. The unablated
area between the grid forms a uniform microcone array. The
height of the microcones reaches up to 50μm. The spatial
period of the microcone array is in agreement with the space
of the scanning space (e.g., 40μm). Nanoparticle clusters are
also distributed on the surface of the microcones. The size of
the clusters ranges from 50nm to 500nm. Chemical analysis
reveals that a thin layer of Cu2O is formed on the micro-
cones. Although the copper surface with microcones can
exhibit good superhydrophobicity after perfluorodecyltri-
methoxysilane modification, the OCA of a hexadecane drop-
let on the modified surface is only 14°. Therefore, the
microcones covered with convex nanoparticle clusters are
not enough to achieve superoleophobicity because of rare
reentrant geometries. In the second step of the hybrid
method, nanograss structures were grown on the surface of
each microcone by an oxidation process. The Cu plate with
microcones was immersed into a solution of 2.5mol L-1

NaOH and 0.13mol L-1 (NH4)2S2O4 for 20min at room
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temperature. As a result, dense grass-like nanostructures
were grown all over the surface of the microcones. The
nanostructures are clusters of thin ribbons that are flexible
and twisted with each other. The thickness of the ribbons
is less than 10nm, and the width of the ribbons is 40-
80 nm. The nanograss structures are composed of CuO. As
the ribbons are stacked layer by layer, the nanograss struc-
tures also result in porous features with plenty of local reen-
trant geometries. On the other hand, many upward convex
nanostructures become sideward grown ones on the micro-
cone surface, markedly enriching reentrant geometries. The
hybrid method of femtosecond laser ablation and chemical
bath produce a hierarchical structure with reentrant nano-
grass on microcones on the copper substrate (Figures 16(b)–
16(d)). Finally, the Cu plate was immersed into an isopropyl
alcohol solution of perfluorodecyltrimethoxysilane with a
mass fraction of 0.5% for 2 h and then dried at 80°C for 2 h.
A water droplet and a dodecane droplet can bead up on the
resultant surface with a CA larger than 150°, so the enriched
reentrant geometries endow the as-prepared surface with
superamphiphobicity (Figure 16(e)).

The wettability of different liquids with the surface ten-
sions ranging from 21.6mNm-1 to 72.8mNm-1 on the resul-
tant surface was investigated, as shown in Figures 16(f) and
16(g). Before the liquid surface tension decreases to
27.5mNm-1 (hexadecane), the CA and the SA of liquid
droplets on the sample surface only have a slight change.
The hexadecane droplet on the sample surface has an OCA

of 157.7° and an oil SA (OSA) of 6°. With liquid surface ten-
sion further decreasing, the SA starts to increase rapidly.
Regarding the dodecane with a surface tension of
25.4mNm-1, the surface still shows superamphiphobicity
with an OCA of 154.7° and an OSA of 9.7°. However, an
octane droplet (21.6mNm-1) can stick on the sample surface
and cannot roll off at any tilting angle. Therefore, the as-
prepared superamphiphobic surface can maintain excellent
liquid repellence even the surface tension of liquid decreases
to as low as 25.4 mN m-1 (dodecane). Compared to the 3D
reentrant nanograss on microcones (sample 3D-NG@MC),
the polished surface and the 2D nanograss on shallow
microstructures (Sample 2D-NG@MC) are easy to lose liq-
uid repellence to low-surface-tension liquids. The result
demonstrates that the realization of the excellent superam-
phiphobicity is inseparable from the laser-induced ordered
and deep microstructures and the reentrant nanostructures
prepared by subsequent chemical etching. The hybrid
method of the femtosecond laser ablation and chemical
etching method successfully leads to superamphiphobicity
for the copper plate.

4.2. Underwater Superoleophobic Surfaces. Fish can swim
freely and keep their skin clean, even in oil-polluted
waters. In 2009, Liu et al. revealed the root cause of
underwater oil resistance of fish scales [19]. This property
is mainly derived from the superoleophobicity of fish
scales in water. Most fish skin is covered by fan-like scales,
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such as carp (Figure 17(a)). There are many microscale
hill-like protuberances orderly distributing on the surface
of the fan-shaped fish scales along the fanning-out direc-
tion (Figure 17(b)) [20]. The protuberance microstructures
are 100~300μm in length and 30~40μm in width
(Figure 17(c)). The surface of each protuberance is further
decorated with a large number of finer micro/nanoscale
pimple structures (Figure 17(d)). In addition, fish scales
consist mainly of hydrophilic calcium phosphate and pro-
tein skeletons and are also coated with a thin layer of
mucous. Hydrophilic chemical composition and rough
surface structure make fish scales have superhydrophilicity
in air. The water droplets can spread out quickly on the sur-
face of fish scales. By contrast, when the fish scales are
immersed in water, the oil droplet on the scale surface can
remain a spherical shape with an OCA of 156.4°, showing
excellent underwater superoleophobicity (Figure 17(e)). In
the water in which the fish lives, the surface microstructures
on the scales are wetted by water, and the water fills in the
space between the rough microstructures. A layer of trapped
water forms on the surface of fish scales. When an underwa-
ter oil droplet is in contact with the fish scale, it is repelled by
the trapped water layer and can only touch the tip of the
rough microstructures. The trapped water cushion between
the oil droplet and the fish scales results in an oil-water-
solid three-phase system. This water cushion effectively pre-
vents oil droplets from touching the solid substrate, resulting

in enhanced oleophobicity. The oil droplet on the fish scales
is at the underwater version of Cassie contact state, as shown
in Figure 17(f). Therefore, the combination of hydrophilic
chemical composition and rough surface morphology
endows fish scales with excellent underwater superoleopho-
bicity and oil-resistant property. Other organisms, such as
clam shells, the lower surface of lotus leaves, seaweed, and
filefish skin, also have underwater superoleophobic surfaces
[69, 73]. The oil resistance of fish scales provides a feasible
way of achieving superoleophobicity in a water medium by
combining the high surface free-energy chemistry and suit-
able surface microstructures. Underwater superoleophobic
surfaces can be easily prepared based on the effective route
of “from in-air superhydrophilicity to underwater superoleo-
phobicity” [173–177].

4.2.1. Silicon Surface. The first example of the femtosecond
laser-induced underwater superoleophobic surface is the tex-
tured silicon surface [114]. The flat silicon surface presents
hydrophilicity in the air with the intrinsic WCA of 60°

(Figure 18(a)). When the flat silicon surface is placed in
water, the 1,2-dichloroethane oil droplet on its surface shows
an OCA of 124.6°, revealing underwater weak oleophobicity
of the flat silicon (Figure 18(c)). Yong et al. fabricated an
array of periodic hierarchical rough micromountains on the
silicon surface through the single-step laser ablation, without
additional chemical treatment [114]. Such morphology is
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very similar to that of the SEM images in Figure 9. The
hydrophilicity of the sample surface was enhanced to super-
hydrophilicity by the laser-generated hierarchical micro-
structures. The water droplet dripped onto the rough
surface could rapidly spread out, with a final WCA of 4°

(Figure 18(b)). Like the fish scale, oil droplets could maintain
an approximate sphere shape on the superhydrophilic silicon
surface in water (Figure 18(d)). The measured OCA was as

large as 159.4°. In addition, the underwater oil droplet would
roll away once the sample was slightly tilted (e.g., 0.5°) or
shaken, as shown in Figure 18(e). Such results indicate the
underwater superoleophobicity and ultralow oil adhesion of
the laser-ablated silicon.

The underwater superoleophobicity results from the
underwater Cassie wetting of the oil droplet on the rough sil-
icon surface in water [69, 73, 114]. Because of the superhy-
drophilicity, the laser-induced surface microstructure will
be entirely wetted by water when the laser-ablated silicon
is immersed in water. Of course, water also fills the valley
of the hierarchical microstructures. When an oil droplet is
further put on the underwater structured silicon surface,
the oil droplet is prevented from effectively touching the sil-
icon substrate by the trapped water in the microstructure.
Such block effect is driven by the natural repulsive force
between nonpolar oils and polar water. The oil droplet can
just contact the top part of the rough microstructure. The
trapped water cushion dramatically reduces the actual con-
tact area between the silicon surface microstructure and
the underwater oil droplet, thereby endowing the laser-
treated surface with remarkable oil repellence as well as
underwater superoleophobicity.

Li et al. ablated silicon surface in different liquid envi-
ronments and obtained different surface microstructures by
femtosecond laser [115]. They found that the physical prop-
erty of the processing solution influenced the morphology of
the laser-induced surface microstructures. When the silicon
substrate was ablated in an ethanol solution using a femto-
second laser, microcones regularly covered the treated sur-
face. By comparison, when the sample was ablated in a
sucrose solution, a layer of micromolars was formed on the
silicon surface. Both the viscosity and boiling point of the
sucrose solution are higher than that of the ethanol solution.
The heights of the laser-induced microcones and the micro-
molars were about 3.3 and 5.9μm, respectively. The size of
the resultant microcones and micromolars could be easily
controlled by solutions and the energy of the laser pulses.
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Both of the two kinds of rough surfaces treated by liquid-
assisted laser ablation exhibited superhydrophilicity and
underwater superoleophobicity. The underwater oil droplet
showed an OCA of 157.76° on the microcones-structured
surface (ablated in ethanol solution) and the droplet on the
micromolars-structured surface (ablated in sucrose solution)
showed an OCA of 169.21°.

4.2.2. Metals. Yong et al. used a femtosecond laser to ablate a
titanium substrate, leading to rough surface morphology and
surface oxidization [95]. After laser ablation, the typical hier-
archical micromountains appeared on the substrate, with the
surface color changing to black (Figures 19(a)–19(d)). In the
aspect of the chemical composition, the laser-treated surface
consisted of not only titanium but also a new oxygen ele-
ment. The result indicates that the laser constructed a stra-
tum of the rough TiO2 layer on the original substrate.
After UV treatment, the resultant surface became superhy-
drophilic in air, with a WCA of 2.5° to a water droplet
(Figure 19(e)). Such in-air superhydrophilicity enabled
underwater oil droplets (1,2-dichloroethane) to keep a
spherical shape on the resultant surface with the OCA of
160.5° (Figure 19(f)) and to freely roll away with tilting the
substrate at 1°. Although the sample will lose underwater
superoleophobicity if stored in the dark for a long time,
interestingly, the rough surface is able to reobtain superhy-
drophilicity as well as underwater superoleophobicity just
by UV light irradiation again.

Zhang et al. prepared microscale and nanoscale tex-
tures and achieved underwater superoleophobicity on the
surfaces of different metals through femtosecond laser
ablation, including aluminum, copper, iron, molybdenum,
and stainless steel [116]. The measured OCA values of
underwater oil droplets (1,2-dichloroethane) on those
laser-structured metals were 157° (aluminum), 155° (cop-
per), 157° (iron), 152° (molybdenum), and 155.5° (stainless
steel), respectively. Such high OCA values indicate the
excellent underwater superoleophobicity of those struc-
tured metals. The treated metals also showed very low
oil adhesion to the droplets of various oils in water, as
the oil droplets on those samples could roll away by just
microvibration. The ultralow oil-adhesive underwater
superoleophobicity is ascribed to the inherent hydrophilic-
ity of these metals and the formation of the laser-induced
rough surface microstructures.

Li et al. enhanced the wettability of nickel surface from
hydrophilicity to superhydrophilicity by femtosecond laser
ablation [117]. The ablation was performed in a sucrose
solution at the laser power of 0.19mJ/pulse. Self-organized
hierarchical microcones were uniformly generated on the
sample surface during the solution-assisted laser ablation.
The bottom of every microcone was 3μm in diameter, and
the surface of microcones was decorated entirely with
villus-like structures with only 10-30 nm in size. The laser-
induced hierarchical microcones made the treated nickel
surface superhydrophilic in air and superoleophobic after
the water immersion. The measured OCA and OSA were
166° and 2.2°, respectively, to the oil droplet on the laser-
structured surface in water.

4.2.3. Glass. Figure 20(a) shows a piece of silica glass after
femtosecond laser ablation [118]. The treated glass looks
opaque due to the existence of rough surface microstructure
on the silica glass surface. There are full of nanoparticles
with the size of tens to hundreds of nanometers randomly
distributing on the sample surface (Figures 20(b)–20(d)).
Plenty of nanoscale holes and grooves are also formed
between the nanoparticles. The nanoscale structure is
believed to have developed from the resolidification of the
molten ejected particles that fell on the substrate surface
and cooled down instantly during laser ablation. The nano-
structured silica glass presents superhydrophilicity in the air.
At the same time, it shows underwater superoleophobicity to
a series of oils, including 1,2-dichloroethane, chloroform,
hexadecane, crude oil, petroleum ether, sesame oil, and par-
affin liquid. For example, the measured OCA of a 1,2-dichlo-
roethane droplet on such surface in water is 160.2°

(Figures 20(e) and 20(f)). This droplet also can freely roll
away on a 1° tilted sample, meaning that the OSA is lower
than 1°. Surprisingly, the laser-structured glass becomes
transparent after the immersion in the water besides the
underwater superoleophobicity (Figure 20(e)). The black let-
ters behind the glass can be seen. The transmittance of the
aquatic sample is close to that of untreated silica glass, reach-
ing up to 91.6% at the wavelength of 632 nm. The existence
of the water environment improves transparency. In a water
medium, the laser-induced nanostructure of the silica glass
surface is thoroughly wetted by water, resulting in a glass/
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Figure 19: Surface microstructure and wettability of the
femtosecond laser-ablated titanium substrate. (a–d) SEM images
of the laser-induced hierarchical microstructure. Inset: image of
the laser-treated titanium sheet. (e) Water droplet on the
resultant surface in air. (f) Underwater oil droplet on the
resultant surface. Reproduced from [95] with the permission.
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water interface. In general, if two different media have closer
refractive indices, a more negligible reflectance will occur at
the interface of such two media. Because the refractive index
difference between silica glass and water is smaller than that
between silica glass and air, the Mie scattering and the reflec-
tance of the rough silica glass are weakened by the water
medium, endowing the laser-ablated surface with good
underwater transparency.

In addition to the silica glass, underwater superoleophobic
microstructures also can be generated on the surface of more
common and cheap glass. Yong et al. and Huo et al., respec-
tively, used the femtosecond laser to induce different micro-
structures or micropatterns on the surface of glass slides
[119, 120]. The resultant surfaces showed superoleophobicity
in water because of the formation of rough microstructures
and the intrinsically water-loving chemistry of the glass sub-
strate. Furthermore, the adhesion of the laser-structured glass
surfaces to underwater oil droplets could be adjusted from
ultralow to ultrahigh by changing the morphology of the
laser-induced microstructures or micropatterns. The ultralow
oil-adhesive superoleophobic glass surfaces had excellent oil
resistance in the water. In contrast, the glass surfaces with very
high oil adhesion were successfully applied in the no-loss
transportation of tiny oil droplets, the fusion of oil/organic
microdroplets, and the rapid capture of oil droplets.

4.2.4. Polymers. Polymers are considered one of the most
challenging substrate materials for achieving underwater
superoleophobicity because most polymer materials are
inherently hydrophobic and dissolve easily in oils and organic
solutions. Yong et al. reported a novel method to switch the
oil wettability of the femtosecond laser-structured rough

PDMS surface from underwater superoleophilicity to under-
water superoleophobicity [89]. The laser ablation process
created a kind of hierarchical microstructure on the PDMS
substrate (Figures 21(a) and 21(b)). The original laser-
treated PDMS surface was superhydrophobic in the air due
to the rough surface microstructure and the hydrophobic
nature of the PDMS material. The measured WCA and
WSA of a water droplet on the surface were 155.5° and 2°,
respectively (Figure 21(c)). A silver mirror-like reflectance
could be seen as the PDMS surface was dipped into water,
demonstrating the existence of a thin layer of trapped air
between the PDMS surface and the surrounding water. At
present, when an underwater oil (1,2-dichloroethane) drop-
let was made in contact with the PDMS surface, it would
rapidly spread out along the trapped air layer after just con-
tacting with the PDMS surface, resulting in the final OCA
of this droplet being only 6.5° (Figure 21(d)). This process
was driven by capillary action and pressure. Therefore, the
original laser-structured superhydrophobic PDMS surface
showed superoleophilicity underwater. Interestingly, the
wettability of the laser-ablated PDMS surface could be
reversed just through oxygen plasma irradiation for a short
time. After the rough PDMS sample suffering from oxygen
plasma treatment for 30 s (55W), the surface turned super-
hydrophilic in air. Water could thoroughly wet the sample
surface with a WCA of 4.5° (Figure 21(e)). Likewise, under-
water superoleophobicity was presented by the plasma-
irradiated rough PDMS surface. Underwater oil droplets on
such a surface had an OCA of 158° (Figure 21(f)). They could
roll off when the surface was angled at 3° (Figure 21(g)),
revealing strong oil-repellent ability and ultralow oil adhe-
sion of the PDMS substrate in a water medium. The switch
from underwater superoleophilicity to superoleophobicity
results from the oxygen plasma-induced chemical change of
the laser-treated PDMS surface [178]. Oxygen plasma irradi-
ation is one of the most used methods for activating PDMS
material. The original -CH3 of the PDMS substrate can be
replaced by the -OH group during the short-time plasma
irradiation, resulting in the formation of hydrophilic radical
silanol group (-SiOH) on the PDMS surface (Figure 21(h))
[89, 124, 179]. The surface morphology of the PDMS sample
was almost unchanged due to the short exposure time. As a
result, the laser-induced rough microstructure and the oxy-
gen plasma-induced hydrophilic chemistry allowed the
PDMS surface to show superhydrophilicity in air and under-
water superoleophobicity.

4.3. Applications of Superoleophobic Surfaces. Superoleopho-
bic materials have strong repellence to oil, making them
widely applied in the use and treatment of oils. Superamphi-
phobic materials also have superhydrophobicity, so most
applications of superhydrophobic materials are also applica-
ble to superamphiphobic materials. On the other hand, the
applications of underwater superoleophobic materials are
often limited to water mediums.

4.3.1. Antioil Contamination. When optical devices work in
a water medium, they are easily polluted by oil contamina-
tions, which leads to the degradation of optical performance.

Oil

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

In water

5 mm

Figure 20: Underwater superoleophobicity and high transparency
of the silica glass after femtosecond laser treatment. (a)
Photography of a piece of the treated silica glass. (b–d) Surface
microstructure of the laser-ablated silica glass. (e) Photography of
an oil droplet (red color) on the as-prepared glass in water. (f)
Underwater oil droplet on the rough glass surface. Reproduced
from [118] with the permission.
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Yong et al. prepared underwater superoleophobic micro-
structures on a glass surface by femtosecond laser ablation
[119]. When the organic pollutant was poured over the sam-
ple in a water medium, the pollutant adhered to the
untreated areas. By contrast, the laser-treated area was kept
clean and free from contamination (Figure 22(a)). Li et al.
prepared a microlens array on K9 glass via femtosecond
laser wet etching technique [180]. The femtosecond laser
direct writing method was used to process the entire surface
of the microlens array, and fine micro/nanoparticles were
formed on the surface of each microlens. The formation of
micro/nanostructure does not affect the optical properties
of the microlens array in water. The textured microlens
array still shows remarkable underwater imaging capability.
In addition, the micro/nanoparticles enable the microoptical
device to have underwater superoleophobicity. The micro-

lens array greatly repels oils in the water, preventing this
device from contaminating with oil or grease underwater.
The underwater microlens array also has a self-cleaning
function. When an oil-contaminated device is dipped into
water, the oil molecules in the surface structure are replaced
by water due to the underwater superoleophobicity
(Figure 22(b)). Since the device is completely submerged in
water, all oil contaminants are cleaned without any residue.

4.3.2. Manipulation of Oil Droplets. The oil loss caused by
the residue in the process of manipulating tiny oil droplets
can be avoided by using underwater superoleophobic mate-
rials. Yong et al. controlled the oil adhesion of the femtosec-
ond laser-induced underwater superoleophobic glass surface
by changing the surface morphology [119]. As the average
distance of each pulse-ablated position increases, the oil
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Figure 21: Underwater superoleophobicity of the femtosecond laser-structured PDMS surface after oxygen plasma irradiation. (a, b) SEM
images of the ablated PDMS surface. (c) Water droplet (in air) and (d) oil droplet (in water) on the rough PDMS surface before plasma
treatment. (e) Water droplet (in air) and (f) oil droplet (in water) on the rough PDMS surface after plasma treatment. (g) Oil droplet
rolling on the tilted underwater superoleophobic PDMS sample in water. (h) Oxygen plasma-induced chemical change of the PDMS
surface. Reproduced from [89] with the permission.
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adhesion can be tuned from ultralow to ultrahigh. The oil
droplets roll away easily on the surface with very low oil
adhesion, while the oil droplets stick firmly on the surface
with very high oil adhesion. The controllable oil adhesion
enables the as-prepared underwater superoleophobic sur-
faces to manipulate oil droplets in an aqueous environment.
For example, the ultrahigh oil-adhesive superoleophobic
surface can pick up an oil droplet from a low oil-adhesive
surface because the oil droplets tend to adhere to the sur-
faces with stronger oil adhesion. The oil droplet can be fur-
ther released onto an ordinary oleophobic surface that has
the highest oil adhesion. In this way, the oil droplet is suc-
cessfully transferred from the surface with lower oil adhesion
to the surface with higher oil adhesion (Figure 22(c)). The oil
transportation process has almost no oil loss because of the
underwater superoleophobicity of the “mechanical hand”.

4.3.3. Guiding the Movement of Oil Droplets. The underwater
superoleophobic track can be used for the dynamic migra-
tion of oil droplets. Cheng et al. used the femtosecond laser
etching method to fabricate deep grooves on the PDMS sub-
strate [181]. Multiple laser ablation was performed in the
groove domain. For example, an array of period groove-

like tracks with a width of 200μm and a height of 88μm
was prepared. The top and bottom of the tracks are covered
with laser-induced rough microstructure. After oxygen
plasma treatment, the tracks exhibit underwater anisotropic
superoleophobicity. Although the adhesion of the resultant
surface to oils in water is low, the oil droplets are more likely
to roll along the tracks with an OSA of 1° rather than along
the perpendicular direction with an OSA of 6°. The track can
guide the movement of the oil droplets underwater with no
oil attached. When a drop of styrene in carbon tetrachloride
and a drop of bromine in carbon tetrachloride solution were
guided to contact with each other by the resultant tracks
underwent, the two droplets joined together, triggering the
additional reaction between the styrene and bromine drop-
lets (Figure 22(d)). The result shows that the microdroplet
reaction with a small amount of reactants can be realized
based on the underwater anisotropic superoleophobic tracks.

4.3.4. Oil/Water Separation. The underwater superoleopho-
bic surface usually has superhydrophilicity. The inverse wet-
tability of underwater superoleophobic materials to oil and
water allows them to separate the mixture of water and oils.
For example, Li et al. fabricated an array of regular
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Figure 22: Application examples of the femtosecond laser-structured superoleophobic surfaces. (a) Underwater superoleophobicity
preventing substrate from being polluted by oil contaminations in water. (b) Self-cleaning oil contaminants on an underwater
superoleophobic surface after immersion in water. (c) Transferring tiny oil droplet by using an underwater superoleophobic surface as a
“mechanical hand”. (d) Guiding oil droplets to move along the designed tracks. (e) Separation the mixture of water (blue) and oil (red)
by using the prewetted porous underwater superoleophobic sheet. (f) Restricting oil in the special region by the underwater
superoleophobic microstructures. Reproduced from [119, 180–183] with the permission.
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micropores on an ultrathin aluminum foil via femtosecond
laser perforation [182]. The diameter of the laser-
perforated pores is as low as 2.4μm. Both the edges and
the inner walls of the micropores are covered with rich
rough nanostructures. The hierarchical structure composed
of microspores and nanoscale roughness makes the resultant
porous foil superhydrophilic and underwater superoleopho-
bic. When the mixture of water and oil was poured onto the
as-prepared porous foil prewetted with water, the water
phase easily permeated through the foil because of the super-
hydrophilicity of the pores. In contrast, the underwater
superoleophobicity enabled the foil to repel the oil so that
the oil phase was intercepted by the foil and could not pass
through the porous foil. The oil always stayed on the top
of the foil. As a result, the oil-water mixture was successfully
separated (Figure 22(e)). Yin et al. created underwater
superoleophobic nanostructure directly on the surface of
stainless steel mesh by femtosecond laser processing [183].
The mesh has an inherent porous microstructure. The
underwater superoleophobic mesh can also separate the
mixture of water and oil as it just lets the water pass through.

4.3.5. Oil Patterning. The liquid repellence enables the super-
oleophobic microstructures to pattern the liquid. In a com-
posite pattern composed of the superoleophobic domain
and ordinary domain, oil is only allowed to contact with
the ordinary domain, so it is restricted in this domain by
the surrounding superoleophobic structure. Therefore, a
variety of liquid patterns can be implemented. Yong et al.
prepared a pattern of an array of circles on the glass sub-
strate using a femtosecond laser to ablate the glass surface
selectively [184]. The pattern consists of inner unablated flat
circles and a surrounding laser-induced microstructure.
Smooth glass surfaces are oleophobic, while the laser-
induced microstructures exhibit superoleophobicity under-
water. In water, when oil is dripped on a circle, the oil covers
the entire circle and cannot spread to the structured area.
The underwater superoleophobic microstructures confine
oil in the untreated circles, forming an array of underwater
oil droplets (Figure 22(f)). Surface tension causes the oil
droplets to appear as convex lens shapes, and the array of
oil droplets forms a lens system with the surrounding water
environment. The liquid lens array has excellent imaging
capability.

5. Underwater Superaerophobicity
and Superaerophilicity

Bubbles can usually be present in liquids. Like the wettability
of water and oil, if the wetting behavior of bubbles on solid
materials can be designed, these materials can be used to
manipulate bubbles in the water. There are also two extreme
states of underwater bubbles on the solid surfaces [185–188].
The surface shows underwater superaerophobicity to bub-
bles when the bubble has a bubble CA (BCA) larger than
150° on the material surface. On the contrary, if the BCA
of the bubble on the material surface is less than 10°, the sur-
face is underwater superaerophilic. Controlling the bubble
wettability of a solid substrate has a broad application pros-

pect, which is helpful to make rational use of bubbles and
avoid the damage caused by bubbles in the liquid.

5.1. Underwater Superaerophobic Surfaces. In nature, it is
difficult for bubbles to adhere to the fish skin, and the adhe-
sion of bubbles will adversely affect fish survival. If the bub-
bles stick mainly to one side of the fish, the fish will be
difficult to maintain balance, especially for little fish.
Attached air bubbles also increase drag underwater, and fish
cannot swim fast enough to become easy prey. Through evo-
lution and natural selection, fish have evolved perfectly ver-
satile surfaces adapted to the liquid living environment and
resistant to bubble adhesion [121]. Fish scales are hydro-
philic in the air because they are composed of hydrophilic
chemical composition and have a hierarchical surface micro-
structure. When the fish scale is immersed in the water, and
a small bubble is released on the surface of the scale, the bub-
ble remains spherical with a BCA of 155° (Figure 23(a)).
Once the fish scale is slightly tilted by 9°, the bubble will be
free to roll from the surface (Figure 23(b)). The results show
that the fish scales have superaerophobicity and low adhe-
sion to bubbles in the water. This underwater superaeropho-
bicity gives the fish scales the ability to repel bubbles,
preventing them from sticking to the fish’s skin.

Figures 23(c)–23(f) reveal the formation mechanism of
the underwater superaerophobicity of fish scales. When the
fish scale is immersed into water, its surface microstructure
is thoroughly wetted by water because of its hydrophilicity
(Figures 23(c) and 23(d)). The trapped water filled in the
surface microstructure exerts a repulsive force on the bub-
bles due to the incompatibility of water and air. When a
bubble is released on the fish scale in the water, the bubble
is repelled by the trapped water and only touches the peak
of the surface microstructure of the scale in the underwater
Cassie contact state (Figures 23(e) and 23(f)) [1, 73, 121].
This wetting state is very stable, allowing the bubble remain
spherical over time. The effective contact between the gas
and the fish scale is significantly reduced so that the fish
scales have excellent repulsion and superaerophobicity to
the bubbles in the water. Inspired by fish scales, underwater
superaerophobicity can be easily obtained by producing
micro/nanostructures on a hydrophilic (high-surface-
energy) substrate [189–192]. In general, underwater super-
aerophobic materials have a strong ability to repel gas in
water.

5.1.1. Silicon. Mimicking fish scales, Yong et al. used femto-
second laser treatment to achieve underwater superaeropho-
bicity on the silicon surface [121]. Silicon is essentially
hydrophilic, similar to the chemistry of fish scales. After
ablation by femtosecond laser, micro/nanoscale structures
are formed on the silicon substrate (Figures 24(a) and
24(b)). Micromountains of 7-8μm in size are evenly distrib-
uted on the silicon surface. The surface of each micromoun-
tain is covered with nanoparticles. The rough hierarchical
microstructure makes the silicon surface superhydrophilic
in air. Water droplets can rapidly wet the surface structure
of the silicon and disperse (Figure 24(d)). The WCA of water
is 5° ± 1°. To study the wettability of underwater bubbles on
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the silicon surface, the sample was immersed in water, and
the bubbles were released on the surface of the samples.
The untreated smooth silicon surface has an underwater
aerophobicity, and a tiny bubble on this surface has a BCA
of 125° ± 2°. The bubble can firmly adhere to the smooth
surface at any tilted angle, indicating the silicon surface
has high adhesion to the bubble. In contrast, the laser-
structured silicon surface can support the bubble as a spher-
ical shape with the BCA of 162° ± 2° (Figure 24(c)). As long
as the surface is tilted by 2°, the bubble will quickly roll away
from the sample surface, so the rough silicon surface shows
ultralow adhesion to the bubbles (Figure 24(e)). Therefore,
the femtosecond laser-induced surface microstructure
endows the silicon surface with underwater superaerophobi-
city. The underwater superaerophobic silicon surface has a
strong ability to repel bubbles in water and is very similar
to fish scales.

5.1.2. Metals. Most metals are hydrophilic. Underwater
superaerophobicity can be achieved on the metal surface
by forming a proper surface microstructure. For example,
Yong et al. obtained underwater superaerophobicity on the
aluminum substrate by femtosecond laser processing [122].
Each laser scanning line produced a single groove. Micro-
groove array was fabricated on the aluminum surface by

the line-by-line scanning process (Figures 25(a) and 25(b)).
The width and the depth of the laser-induced microgrooves
are about 35.2μm and 20.9μm, respectively. The surface of
the ridges between the microgrooves is also randomly deco-
rated with abundant nanoparticles (Figures 25(c) and 25(d)).
The microgrooves are mainly caused by laser-induced mate-
rial removal, and the nanoparticles come from the resolidifi-
cation of the ejected particles during laser ablation. The
micro/nanoscale hierarchical structure makes the laser-
ablated surface exhibit superhydrophilicity in air. The rough
surface shows a WCA of 1:7 ± 1:8° to water droplet. When
the aluminum is dipped into water, the laser-ablated area
is fully wetted by water (Figure 25(e)). A small bubble can
keep a spherical shape on the rough aluminum surface in
water (Figure 25(g)). The BCA of the bubble is 154 ± 1°,
revealing the underwater superaerophobicity of the laser-
structured surface. The underwater superaerophobic alumi-
num surface also shows ultralow adhesion to air bubbles in
the water. The bubble can easily roll away once the surface
is slightly tilted.

Yong et al. ablated the stainless steel surface by a femto-
second laser and induced a three-level hierarchical micro-
structure consisting of microgrooves, microspikes, and
nanoripples [123]. Before laser treatment, the stainless steel
surface exhibits hydrophilicity. The water droplet on the
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Figure 23: Underwater superaerophobicity of fish scale and underwater superaerophilicity of lotus leaf. (a) Small bubble on the fish scale in
water. (b) Process of an underwater bubble rolling off a fish scale. (c–f) Formation mechanism of the underwater superaerophobicity: (c)
water wetting the hierarchical microstructure of fish scale, (d) fish scale in water, (e) releasing a bubble onto the surface of the fish scale
in water, and (f) after a period of time. (g) Process of a bubble spreading out on a lotus leaf in water. (h–k) Formation mechanism of
the underwater superaerophilicity of lotus leaf: (h) water siting on the hierarchical microstructure of lotus leaf, (i) lotus leaf in water, (j)
releasing a bubble onto the surface of the lotus leaf in water, and (k) after a period of time. Reproduced from [121] with the permission.
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untreated stainless steel has a WCA of 79:8 ± 1:6°. The BCA
of a bubble on the smooth stainless steel is 111:9 ± 4:6° in
water, so the surface is underwater aerophobic before laser
treatment. The hierarchical microstructure produced by
femtosecond laser ablation can enhance the underwater bub-
ble wettability of the stainless steel. Interestingly, the laser-
ablated surface strongly repels bubbles in the water. An
underwater bubble on the structured stainless steel has a
BCA of 152:4 ± 1:6° and can easily roll off with a bubble
SA (BSA) of 1:1 ± 0:9°. Therefore, femtosecond laser treat-
ment endows the stainless steel surface with underwater
superaerophobicity and excellent bubble repellence in water.

5.1.3. Polymers. Yong et al. obtained underwater superaero-
phobicity on the PDMS surface by the femtosecond laser

processing and novel plasma irradiation [89, 124]. A kind
of micro/nanoscale hierarchical structure was created on
the PDMS substrate through one-step femtosecond laser
ablation. The cooperation of the rough binary structures
and hydrophobic chemical composition results in excellent
superhydrophobicity for the PDMS surface. Usually, the
surface-free energy of PDMS can be increased by oxygen
plasma irradiation. Plasma irradiation can convert the orig-
inal -CH3 groups on the PDMS surface into the hydrophilic
silanol radical group (-SiOH) [178, 179]. After oxygen
plasma irradiation, the laser-structured surface is superhy-
drophilic in air. Water droplets can easily wet the laser-
ablated area with a final WCA of 6 ± 1:5°. In a water
medium, the plasma-treated rough PDMS surface can repel
bubbles. The BCA of the spherical bubbles on the resultant
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Figure 24: Underwater superaerophobicity of silicon surface and underwater superaerophilicity of PDMS surface achieved by femtosecond
laser processing. (a, b) Surface microstructure of the silicon substrate after laser ablation. (c) Bubble on the structured silicon surface in
water. (d) Water droplet falling onto the structured silicon surface in air. (e) Underwater bubble rolling away the structured silicon
surface. (f, g) Surface microstructure of the PDMS substrate after laser ablation. (h) Water droplet on the structured PDMS surface in
air. (i) Water droplet rolling off the structured PDMS surface. (j) Releasing a bubble onto the structured PDMS surface in water.
Reproduced from [121] with the permission.
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PDMS surface reaches up to 156 ± 1:5°. As long as the sur-
face is tilted by 2°, the bubbles will roll away rapidly. These
results indicate that the PDMS surface shows superaeropho-
bicity in water after femtosecond laser ablation and oxygen
plasma irradiation.

5.2. Underwater Superaerophilicity. Water spiders and flies
can breathe in water [193, 194]. When they dive into the
water to feed, a layer of air forms around their bodies. Even
underwater, they can breathe oxygen from this layer of air.
This type of breathing is commonly referred to as “physical
gill breathing” or “breastplate breathing.” The floating ferns
Salvinia can also capture air in water, with the ability to
retain air for a long time [195]. The surface of these crea-
tures has the ability to absorb gases in water, showing great
underwater superaerophilicity. It is worth noting that the
abovementioned underwater superaerophilic surfaces are
superhydrophobic in air. The most famous superhydropho-
bic surface is the lotus leaf, whose superhydrophobicity is

due to the synergistic effect of hierarchical surface micro-
structure and low-surface-energy chemical composition.
When the lotus leaf is immersed in water, the silver-
mirror-like light reflection around the lotus leaf can be
directly observed with the naked eye, indicating that a layer
of air is trapped between the surface of the lotus leaf and the
water. As shown in Figure 23(g), once a bubble is released
below the lotus leaf in the water, it rises and touches the
lotus leaf. It is found that the bubble spreads rapidly on
the lotus leaf surface after contacting with the lotus leaf
and is finally absorbed by the lotus leaf. The BCA of the bub-
ble is close to 0°, so the superhydrophobic lotus leaf has
excellent underwater superaerophilicity [121].

Figures 23(h)–23(k) describe the formation mechanism
of the underwater superaerophilicity of the lotus leaf. The
contact between lotus leaves and water is in the Cassie state
(Figure 23(h)). When the superhydrophobic lotus leaf is
immersed in water, water cannot wet the surface microstruc-
ture of the lotus leaf due to its excellent superhydrophobicity.
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Figure 25: Underwater superaerophobicity and superaerophilicity of the femtosecond laser-structured aluminum surface. (a) Laser-induced
hierarchical microgrooves on the aluminum surface. (b) 3D profile of the hierarchical microgrooves. (c, d) High-magnification SEM images
of the microstructure produced by femtosecond laser ablation. (e) Laser-structured surface in water. (f) Fluorinated rough aluminum surface
in water. (g) Bubble on the laser-structured surface underwater. (h) Bubble on the fluorinated rough aluminum surface underwater.
Reproduced from [122] with the permission.
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A layer of air is formed between the water medium and the
surface microstructure of the lotus leaf (Figure 23(i)). If a
gas bubble rises and touches the lotus leaf in the water, the
gas in the bubble is easily pushed by the water pressure into
the air layer around the lotus leaf (Figure 23(j)) [26, 121].
Finally, the gases in the bubble and in the trapped air layer
merge (Figure 23(k)). The gas bubble appears to be absorbed
by the superhydrophobic lotus leaf. Therefore, the lotus
leaves show underwater superaerophilicity. Inspired by lotus
leaves, underwater superaerophilicity can be easily obtained
by producing micro/nanostructures on a hydrophobic (low-
surface-energy) substrate [93, 196–199]. The materials with
underwater superaerophilicity have a remarkable ability to
absorb and capture gas bubbles underwater.

5.2.1. Polymers. PDMS is a kind of natural hydrophobic
material. Yong et al. used a femtosecond laser to prepare
hierarchical rough micro/nanostructures on the surface of
the PDMS substrate (Figures 24(f) and 24(g)) [121]. The
surface wettability of the PDMS is enhanced from hydro-
phobicity to superhydrophobicity by laser ablation
(Figures 24(h) and 24(i)). In water, once a bubble touches
the laser-structured surface, the bubble will spread rapidly
over the PDMS surface within 35ms (Figure 24(j)). The
structured surface completely absorbs the bubble with a
BCA of ~0°. Therefore, the PDMS surface is superaerophilic
in water. Like lotus leaf, the underwater superaerophilic
PDMS surface has the function of absorbing gas in water.

Huo et al. achieved underwater superaerophilicity on the
PTFE surface by femtosecond laser ablation [125]. The laser-
structured surface is characterized by a coral-forest-like
dual-scale morphology consisting of a large number of
microscale protrusions and fine nanoscale protuberances.
In water, the BCA of a bubble is only 8.5° on the structured
PTFE surface. The bubble can be merged with the prior-
existing air cushion over the microstructures within 0.12 s.

5.2.2. Metals. Yong et al. used fluoroalkylsilane
(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltriethoxysilane) to modify
the laser-ablated aluminum substrate [122]. The aluminum
maintained its hierarchical surface microstructure, while
the modification treatment turned the sample from superhy-
drophilic to superhydrophobic. Water droplet on the modi-
fied surface has a WCA of 155:3 ± 1:2° and WSA of
6:3 ± 1:2°. In water, the structured area reflects mirror-like
light because a thin layer of trapped air exists on the super-
hydrophobic surface (Figure 25(f)). A bubble can spread out
on the sample surface within 40ms. The BCA of the bubble
is only 9:4 ± 3:6°, demonstrating the underwater superaero-
philicity of the laser-structured aluminum surface after
fluoroalkylsilane modification (Figure 25(h)). Similarly,
when the surface energy of the femtosecond laser-
structured stainless steel is reduced, the surface can also
present superaerophilicity underwater [123]. After femtosec-
ond laser treatment, the rough stainless steel was immersed
into a 0.01M ethanol solution of stearic acid for 12 h. The
resultant surface is superhydrophobic in air. Water droplet
on the sample surface has a WCA of 156:3 ± 0:8° and a
WSA of 2:3 ± 0:3°. When a bubble comes in contact with

the resultant surface in water, the bubble will rapidly spread
out after just contacting the stainless steel surface and be
absorbed by the sample surface. The stainless steel surface
shows underwater superaerophilicity with a BCA of 1 ± 1°
to bubbles in the water.

5.2.3. Silicon. Although the laser-structured silicon surface
shows underwater superaerophobicity, the bubble wettabil-
ity can be changed to superaerophilicity by chemical modifi-
cation. Yong et al. reduced the surface free energy of the
femtosecond laser-ablated silicon surface by fluoroalkylsi-
lane modification [126]. The resultant surface shows super-
hydrophobicity in air. When the surface is submerged in
water, quasi-superaerophilicity is exhibited by the modified
rough silicon surface. The BCA of bubbles on the silicon sur-
face is as low as 12:2 ± 0:7°.

5.3. Applications of Underwater Superaerophobic/
Superaerophilic Surfaces

5.3.1. Underwater Antibubbles and Bubble Absorption. The
behavior of a bubble on a solid surface depends on the wet-
tability of the solid surface to bubbles [26, 89, 121]. The
underwater superaerophobic surface has the function of
resisting bubbles in the water. It is difficult for bubbles to
adhere to such a surface. In contrast, bubbles are easy to
spread over an underwater superaerophilic surface and are
eventually absorbed by the surface in the water. The unique
bubble wettability endows the underwater superaerophobic
and superaerophilic materials with significant advantages
in manipulating bubbles in the aqueous environment.

5.3.2. Manipulation of Underwater Bubbles. Huo et al. fabri-
cated microstructures on a thermally responsive shape-
memory polymer by femtosecond laser ablation [200]. The
original smooth substrate is inherently aerophobic and
shows high adhesion to bubbles underwater. When the sub-
strate is turned over or upright, the bubbles are constantly
pinned to this polymer surface. After ablation by femtosec-
ond laser, the polymer surface exhibits superaerophobicity
and ultralow bubble adhesion underwater. The bubble rolls
easily over the sample surface when the substrate is tilted
at an angle of 3°. Square pattern arrays were prepared on
the polymer surface using a femtosecond laser to selectively
ablate the partial domain of the sample surface. The hybrid
pattern is composed of a low-adhesive structured domain
and a high-adhesive smooth domain. By adjusting the area
fraction of the structured domain to the whole surface, the
apparent adhesion of the sample surface to the underwater
bubble can be changed from low to high. Picking up and
releasing bubbles at particular locations were achieved by
using the patterned surface with different bubble adhesions
in the liquid. Using a surface with medium adhesion as a
“mechanical hand”, bubbles on the surface with low bubble
adhesion could be easily picked up. The picked bubble could
also be transferred from the mechanical hand to the surface
with high bubble adhesion. There was no gas residue on the
“mechanical hand” during the whole process of the lossless
bubble transportation. The patterned surface can be used
to split a bubble into smaller ones. When a large bubble
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was pressed onto the aerophobic/superaerophobic pattern
and then lifted, a super-small bubble was left on the surface
of the sample due to the high adhesion of the smooth
region between the structured domains to the bubble. A
set of tiny bubbles were obtained by shifting the sample
and repeating the pressing-lifting process. When the
square-patterned film was bended, the smooth domain of
the bended area was stretched, providing a larger area for
bubbles to attach. At this point, the underwater bubble
could adhere tightly to the bended area. Interestingly, when
the folded film was heated, the film gradually returned to its
planar shape because of the significant shape-memory effect
of the polymer substrate. With the decrease of the stretched
area, the adhesion of the film to bubbles decreased gradu-
ally. When the bubble adhesion could not resist the buoy-
ancy, the bubbles detached from the polymer film and
were released in situ.

5.3.3. Selective Passage of Bubbles. The bubble wettability has
an important effect on the passage of bubbles through porous
plates in liquid. Yong et al. combined open microholes with
the femtosecond laser-induced superwetting microstructures
to prepare a series of underwater superaerophobic and super-
aerophilic porous sheets (Figures 26(a) and 26(d)) [121, 124,
126]. When the air bubbles are continuously released below
the underwater superaerophobic porous sheet in the water,
all the bubbles are intercepted by the porous sheet. They can-
not pass through the sheet (Figures 26(b) and 26(c)). The gas-
repellent property of the underwater superaerophobic micro-
structure endows the porous sheet with the ability to intercept
bubbles. For the underwater superaerophilic porous sheet,
when the first bubble contacts the porous sheet in water, it is
instantly absorbed by the porous sheet because of the super-
aerophilicity of the laser-induced microstructure. With the
continuous release of bubbles below the sheet, all the bubbles
are absorbed by the lower side of the sheet, and the absorbed
gas gradually bulges above the upper side of the sheet. The
air bulge gradually grows. Once the buoyancy of the gas bulge
is sufficient to overcome the adhesion of the sheet, the air
bulge will detach from the porous sheet and rise again in the
form of a new large bubble. As the air bulges leave one by
one from the upper side of the sheet, all the bubbles success-
fully pass through the underwater superaerophilic porous
sheet (Figures 22(e) and 22(f)). Underwater superaerophilicity
and open microholes play a crucial role in the permeability of
the bubbles through the porous sheet. Therefore, the underwa-
ter superaerophobic porous membrane can intercept bubbles,
while the underwater superaerophilic porous membrane can
allow bubbles to pass through it in the water.

5.3.4. Bubble Collection. Superhydrophobic materials can
resist water, while bubbles can pass through the underwater
superaerophilic porous sheets. Yong et al. designed a
bubble-collection device that can collect gas bubbles in the
water [124]. As shown in Figures 27(b) and 27(c), a bottom-
less cavity is the main body of the collection device. The
bottom of the cavity is covered with an underwater super-
aerophilic porous sheet (Figure 27(a)) that is the core
component of the device. Femtosecond laser was used to

form microstructures on the PDMS sheet. The underwater
superaerophilic sheet is also superhydrophobic. The super-
hydrophobicity can prevent water from flowing into the
collection cavity. When the gas bubbles rise one by one
and come in contact with the bottom of the designed col-
lection device, the bubbles can be fully absorbed by the
porous sheet and enter the internal space of the device
through the underwater superaerophilic porous sheet
(Figure 27(d)). As a result, the gas bubbles are successfully
collected by the device. The collected gas can be trans-
ported in time through a pipe connected to the enclosed
cavity. The device can collect a wide variety of bubbles,
regardless of the gas species. For example, the collection
device can potentially capture bubbles of self-seeping meth-
ane on the seafloor.

Zhu et al. prepared a bubble Janus based on the copper
foam [202]. Firstly, superhydrophobic silica nanoparticles
were coated on the branches of the copper foam. Then, a
femtosecond laser was used to ablate the whole surface of
one side of the copper foam. The unablated side remains
superhydrophobicity and underwater aerophilicity. How-
ever, the laser-treated side switches to hydrophilic and
superaerophobic underwater. The bubbles in the liquid can
pass directly from the laser-ablated side to the unablated side
of the Janus foam, but they cannot pass through the foam in
the opposite direction. A gas-collection device based on the
unidirectional bubble-transportation property of the Janus
foam is designed, which allows carbon dioxide bubbles to
enter the collecting chamber.

5.3.5. Water/Gas Separation. Yong et al. proposed a method
to remove bubbles from water flow by using underwater
superaerophobic and superaerophilic porous mesh [201].
The hierarchical microstructure was prepared on the surface
of the stainless steel mesh (Figure 27(e)), making the mesh
superhydrophilic and superaerophobic in water. The struc-
tured mesh switches to exhibit superhydrophobicity and
underwater superaerophilicity when it is modified with a
low-surface-energy monomolecular layer. An underwater
superaerophobic mesh is inserted into the water pipe and
placed vertically to the pipeline. In front of the inserted
mesh, a small hole is prepared on the pipe wall and covered
with an underwater superaerophilic mesh. The superhydro-
philicity of the inserted mesh allows water to wet and flow
through the mesh. As shown in Figure 27(f), when the bub-
bles in the water reach the inserted mesh with the water flow,
the bubbles are intercepted by the mesh because of the tre-
mendous repulsive effect of the underwater superaerophobic
mesh on the bubbles. All the bubbles stop forward and rise
to the underwater superaerophilic mesh on the pipe wall
by buoyancy. The liquid repellence of the superhydrophobi-
city of the mesh on the sidewall ensures that the water in the
pipe will not flow out of the pipeline. Instead, the bubbles
can be absorbed into this mesh and quickly pass through
the mesh. All the bubbles in the water flow are completely
removed as they penetrate from the inside of the pipe to
the outside and are eventually released into the atmospheric
environment (Figure 27(g)). Both the collection manner and
the removal manner successfully achieve water/gas separation.
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Because of their advantages in manipulating bubbles
in liquids, the underwater superaerophobic and superaero-
philic surfaces have important applications in the clever
use of underwater bubbles and excluding bubble-induced
hazards.

6. Slippery Liquid-Infused Porous
Surfaces (SLIPS)

6.1. Super-Slippery Property. The Nepenthes pitcher plants
have very slippery lip edges (Figure 28(a)) [203]. When an
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Figure 27: Application examples of the underwater superaerophobic and superaerophilic surfaces fabricated by femtosecond laser. (a–d)
Collecting bubbles by a device with an underwater superaerophilic porous sheet as the core component. (e–g) Removing tiny bubbles
from water flow in a pipeline by using underwater superaerophobic and superaerophilic meshes. Reproduced from [124, 201] with the
permission.
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insect alights on the edge of a pitcher plant, it has a hard
time standing up and easily slides from the edge to the
inner bottom of the pitcher plant. The bottom of the
pitcher plant is filled with digestive juice, which quickly
breaks down the insects into nutrients that help the
pitcher plant grow. It is found that microgrooves are
neatly arranged on the surface of the lip part of the pitcher
plant (Figure 28(b)) [127]. The width of the microgrooves
is only several tens of microns. Each microgroove is full of
microscale cavities (Figure 28(c)). The microcavities are
aligned and overlap each other. The digestive juice volatil-
ized in the cage or water mist in the air can condense on
the inner side of the cage lip and can be transported out-
ward in one direction to wet the whole cage lip and keep
the entire cage lip wet. As a result, the cavities are filled
with fluid, forming a continuous, smooth, and stable inter-
face. The trapped liquid acts as a lubricant layer. The
droplets of various liquids can easily slip off the pitcher
plant, so the surface of the pitcher plant exhibits excellent
liquid repellence. Such liquid-resistant surfaces are gener-

ally referred to as “slippery liquid-infused porous surface
(SLIPS)” [203].

Wong et al. first prepared such a slippery surface by
infusing a low-surface-energy and chemically inert lubricat-
ing fluid into a functionalized porous/textured Teflon sur-
face, as shown in Figure 28(d) [203]. The lubricating fluid
was locked in the pores of the solid substrate. Therefore, a
physically smooth and chemically homogeneous lubricating
film is formed on the surface of the Teflon substrate. For a
droplet on the artificial SLIPS, it is actually in contact with
the lubricating layer. This is a liquid-liquid contact between
the SLIPS and the liquid rather than a solid-liquid contact
(Figure 28(e)). The trapped lubricating layer dramatically
reduces the pinning effect of the liquid contact line on the
solid material and makes the SLIPS have excellent repellence
to various liquids. Droplets can easily slide down the SLIPS.

To prepare a SLIPS, there are three main basic rules
[129, 203]. First of all, the surface of the material should
have a porous network microstructure, which allows the
lubricating fluid to be firmly locked in the porous substrate
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Figure 28: Pitcher plant-inspired slippery surface. (a) Photos of pitcher plant. (b, c) Porous microgrooves on the surface of the pitcher plant.
(d) Preparation of SLIPS on a functionalized porous Teflon substrate. (e) Wetting state of a liquid droplet on the SLIPS. (f) The preparation
process of SLIPS based on the femtosecond laser-induced porous microstructure. Reproduced from [127, 128, 203] with the permission.
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and the fluid in different areas to flow to each other. Sec-
ondly, the lubricating fluid is better at wetting the porous
structure of the substrate compared with the liquid to be
repelled, ensuring that the lubricating fluid will not be
squeezed out by foreign liquids and thus lose the slippery
characteristic. Finally, the lubricating fluid is insoluble with
the liquid to be repelled. Therefore, the preparation of a
super-slippery surface usually requires the infusion of lubri-
cating fluid after constructing porous microstructures on the
material surface.

Interestingly, the femtosecond laser can directly write
porous microstructures on many solid substrates [128].
Based on the laser-induced porous microstructure, Yong
et al. proposed a strategy for preparing SLIPS on different
substrates, as shown in Figure 28(f) [129]. Firstly, micro/
nanoscale pores are generated on the substrate surface by
femtosecond laser processing. Secondly, the surface energy
of the porous substrate is lowered as much as possible to
make the surface appear hydrophobic and oleophilic. The
oleophilicity promotes the lubricant infusion, while the
hydrophobicity prevents water from displacing the trapped
lubricant in the porous structure. Finally, the lubricating
fluid is infused into the pores to form a thin lubricating layer
on the surface of the solid substrate. A wide range of liquids
can slide down the SLIPS.

6.2. SLIPS Based on the Laser-Induced
Porous Microstructures

6.2.1. Polymers. Yong et al. found that a porous network
microstructure can be easily prepared on a polyamide-6
(PA6, one kind of Nylon) substrate by femtosecond laser
direct writing [129]. When the femtosecond laser was
focused on the surface of the PA6, the continuous absorp-
tion of the laser energy triggered the surface damage of the
sample through nonlinear effects. Compared with the tradi-
tional ultrafast laser ablation process, gasification of the PA6
substrate also occurred simultaneously with ablation. The
laser-irradiated area was in the instantaneous molten state
due to the ultrahigh temperature induced by the laser. The
generated gas was ejected from the substrate through the
molten layer. When the laser focus moved away, the molten
state immediately cooled and solidified. Thus, the path of the
ejected gas remained in the form of interconnected micro-
holes. Figure 29(a) shows the surface morphology of the
PA6 ablated by femtosecond laser. The entire surface is uni-
formly covered with microscale protrusions and pores. The
diameter of the protrusions is 1-5μm, and the diameter of
the pores is only 1μm. The pores are interconnected, form-
ing a porous network composed of interconnected micro-
pores. The porosity extends from the surface to the interior
of the polymer substrate, with a depth of 9.5μm. The rough
porous microstructure enhances the hydrophilicity of the
PA6 substrate and reduces the WCA relative to water drop-
lets from 88:5° ± 3° to 50:7° ± 5°. The free energy of the
porous surface was further reduced by typical fluoroalkyl
layer modification. The modified porous surface remained
oleophilicity, but it became hydrophobic. The WCA of water
droplets on the resultant surface is 129:9° ± 3:6°. The modi-

fied porous surface still has high adhesion to various liquids.
Both water and oil droplets can adhere to the sample, even
when placed upright. Finally, the nonvolatile and eco-
friendly silicone oil was adopted as the lubricating fluid
and infused into the laser-induced micropores. The infusion
of lubricating fluid made the PA6 substrate have super-
slippery properties. The as-prepared SLIPS allowed the
deionized water droplets (Figure 29(b)) and the hexadecane
droplets (Figure 29(c)) to slide away unimpeded. The SLIPS
also exhibits strong liquid repulsion to a wide range of pure
or complex liquids. The liquid drops of drinking water,
unfiltered lake water, ink, glycerol, coffee, milk, egg white,
egg yolk, and so on could easily slide down from the SLIPS
without contamination (Figure 29(d)).

The slippery property of the SLIPS is very stable. The
PA6 substrate could maintain liquid-repellent property even
after being bent or rubbed 100 times. Three reasons mainly
determine the durability of the SLIPS: (1) PA6 is an inher-
ently stable material, (2) the laser-induced porous layer and
its substrate are derived from the same material, and (3)
the lubricating liquid trapped in the micropores can act as
a buffer layer. Surprisingly, once the SLIPS is mechanically
damaged by abrasion, scratch, and cut, the surface can
restore its liquid-repellent property rapidly (Figure 29(e)).
The interconnectivity of the porous network allows the sur-
rounding lubricating liquid to flow spontaneously to the
damaged area due to surface tension and capillarity, so the
slippery property of the damaged area can be repaired in
time. The self-repairing ability makes the SLIPS more suit-
able for the application environment.

Fang et al. prepared a magnetically controllable SLIPS on
an epoxy polymer substrate [130]. The whole surface of the
substrate was ablated by the femtosecond laser to form a
rough surface microstructure. Then, the femtosecond laser
was used to selectively ablate special areas to create an array
of uniform microgrooves on the epoxy polymer. The width
of the microgrooves is 500 to 800μm, and the space of the
microgroove is 60μm. The height of the microgrooves is
27:5 ± 0:8 μm at the used laser power of 40mW. The top
of the ridges between the microgrooves and the bottom of
the microgrooves are covered with fine rough microstruc-
tures. The surface microstructure of the laser-ablated area
also contains a large number of microscale and nanoscale
pores. Next, the groove-structured sample was modified
with fluoroalkylsilane to lower surface energy. Finally, the
magnetic ferrofluid was used as the lubricating fluid and
infused into the porous microgrooves with a magnetic field.
A smooth lubricating film was formed on the sample sur-
face, which completely covered the microgrooves. The slid-
ing behaviors of a water droplet on the as-prepared SLIPS
are similar along with the parallel and perpendicular direc-
tions to the microgrooves, with a WSA of 2:0 ± 0:1° and
2:6 ± 0:4°, respectively. Therefore, the SLIPS has isotropic
slippery property. When a magnetic field (≥86mT) was
applied to the SLIPS, the magnetic lubricant in the micro-
grooves is transferred to the edge of the microgrooves,
driven by the magnetic field. Under the action of the mag-
netic field, the microgroove structure appears on the slippery
surface. The water droplet is easy to slide on the SLIPS along
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the microgrooves (parallel direction) with a WSA of 4:0 ±
0:3°. However, because the droplet is partly inserted into
the slippery microgrooves, there is considerable resistance
in the perpendicular direction, making it difficult for the
droplet to slide along the perpendicular direction. The drop-
let starts to slide until the slippery surface is tilted by 36:3
± 3:0°. The sliding behavior indicates that the SLIPS exhibits
anisotropic slippery characteristic after applying the mag-
netic field. Once the magnetic field is removed, the SLIPS
can return to its original isotropic slippery state as the ferro-
fluid flows back to the microgrooves.

Yong et al. also used a femtosecond laser to generate
porous network microstructure on the poly(ethylene tere-
phthalate) (PET) substrate [128]. A SLIPS was successfully
achieved on the porous PET surface by low-surface-energy
modification and the infusion of lubricating fluid. The slip-
pery PET can completely inhibit the growth of C6 glioma
cells in addition to its excellent antiliquid ability. Porous net-
work microstructures can also be directly written on the
other polymer substrates (e.g., poly(methyl methacrylate),
polycarbonate, polyethylene, and polylactic acid) by femto-
second laser [128, 129]. Therefore, combined with femtosec-
ond laser direct writing technology, almost all polymers can
be used as substrates to achieve super-slippery properties.

6.2.2. Metals. It is challenging to build porous structures on
hard metals. NiTi alloy is an ideal bioengineering material
with good shape memory performance, superelasticity, and
biocompatibility. This metal is widely used in modern med-
icine as an interventional medical scaffold. Cheng et al. used
the laser pulse train of a femtosecond Bessel laser to prepare
a SLIPS on a NiTi alloy substrate [131]. The ordinary Gauss-

ian laser beam was spatially converted into a conical Bessel
beam with larger focal field depth and smaller focal spot
than the Gaussian beam through an axicon. Each train of
femtosecond laser pulses with high frequency could induce
a microhole on the sample surface. A series of pores were
prepared through a line-by-line laser scanning method on
the surface of the implantable NiTi alloy, as shown in
Figures 30(a) and 30(b). The diameter of the pores is only
3μm, but its depth reaches up to ~30μm. The microholes
look very deep, with an aspect ratio of 10. Compared with
Gaussian laser, Bessel laser can produce smaller and more
uniform microholes because of its features of the extended
depth of the focal field and the small focal spot. The forma-
tion of the deep porous microstructure is attributed to the
combined action of the shaped laser Bessel beam and the
pulse train. Before becoming a SLIPS, the surface energy of
the porous NiTi alloy needs to be lowered, and lubricating
liquid should be injected into the pore structure. To reduce
the surface energy of the laser-induced porous microstructure,
the sample was simply stored in air for 7 days. Usually, the
metals processed by femtosecond laser have a strong adsorp-
tion capacity for carbon in the atmosphere. During the air
storage process, hydrocarbon groups were gradually grafted
onto the porous NiTi surface. As a result, the wettability of
the porous NiTi alloy was changed from hydrophilic to hydro-
phobic by the grafted hydrophobic hydrocarbon groups. The
hydrophobic surface shows a WCA of 120° to water droplets.
Simple air storage without fluoroalkylsilane is a safer and non-
toxic method to ensure the safety of the interventional medical
NiTi alloy. As a reagent widely applied in the field of medicine,
the nontoxic perfluorodecalin was used as the lubricant and
was dripped onto the porous surface of the hydrophobic NiTi
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substrate. The lubricant automatically wetted and filled the
porous microstructure.

The SLIPS was successfully obtained with the formation
of a uniform lubricating layer on the alloy surface. The water
droplet on the as-prepared SLIPS has a WCA of 23° and can
easily slide down as soon as the sample is slightly tilted
(Figure 30(c)), demonstrating excellent water repellence of
the SLIPS. The SLIPS can also repel blood. When a drop of
blood was dripped on the slippery NiTi surface, the elliptic
blood droplet would easily fall off without any residue
(Figure 30(d)). In contrast, the blood left a distinct band as
it slide across the untreated NiTi alloy (Figure 30(e)). There-
fore, the slippery surface can significantly reduce blood
adhesion to the NiTi substrate. The SLIPS greatly improved
the hemocompatibility of the NiTi alloy, allowing the NiTi
alloy to have excellent anticoagulation property, a very low
hemolysis rate, and antibacterial property.

Liquid assist is an effective method to induce porous
microstructure in femtosecond laser processing. In an alco-
hol solution, Fang et al. used a femtosecond laser to directly
prepare porous microstructures on the surface of stainless
steel [132]. After laser treatment, a large number of papillae
with a diameter of 1-4μm and a height of several microme-
ters were randomly formed on the sample surface. The
papillae are surrounded by abundant smaller microholes
several micrometers in depth. The interior of these micro-

holes is decorated with many fine nanoscale pores. The
structural porosity of the hierarchical porous structure was
45.7%. The porous structure could not be directly produced
on stainless steel if the sample was ablated in air. Under laser
ablation, the liquid (alcohol) environment plays an impor-
tant role in forming pores on the sample surface. When
the laser pulse is focused on the stainless steel and alcohol
interface, high-pressure and high-temperature plasma is
generated by nonlinear multiphoton absorption. The
focused laser also causes the alcohol to decompose, creating
many microbubbles at the solid-liquid interface. Many
micropores are formed on the metal surface with the rapid
expansion of plasma shock waves and microbubbles. On
the other hand, the laser-induced ejected particles are dis-
persed in the alcohol, preventing them from falling back
onto the metal surface and covering the generated micro-
holes. The porous stainless steel was modified with fluor-
oalkylsilane to reduce surface energy. After modification,
the WCA of water droplets on the stainless steel surface
was increased to 143° ± 1°. The hydrophobic stainless steel
still has high adhesion to water, and water droplets can
firmly adhere to the sample surface. Silicone oil as the lubri-
cating liquid was further infused into the hydrophobic
porous surface to prepare SLIPS. Water droplets could easily
slide down the as-prepared SLIPS, with an inclination of 10°.
The SLIPS shows a strong repulsive effect on drinking water,
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milk, ink, blood, egg white, and other common compound
liquids in daily. The drops of these liquids slide freely on
the SLIPS without any residue. Interestingly, alcohol-
assisted femtosecond laser ablation can induce micro/nano-
scale pores on a variety of metal surfaces, which allows the
preparation of slippery structures on broad metal surfaces.

Jiao et al. reported an underwater slippery surface for
manipulating bubbles [133]. Rough microgrooves were pre-
pared on an aluminum alloy sheet by femtosecond laser
ablation. Next, a silane hydrophobic agent was sprayed on
the surface of the groove structure to lower the surface
energy of the aluminum alloy and make the sample superhy-
drophobic. The Fluorinert was then dripped onto the modi-
fied microgrooves, where it wetted and entered the porous
surface microstructure. In aqueous media, bubbles could
transport themselves on the as-prepared slippery surface. It
took only 4 s for a 10μL bubble to advance 4 cm on a ~6°
tilted surface. The buoyancy component along the inclined
plane provides the main driving force. By designing different
shaped slippery zones, the bubbles can be controlled to slide
along the designed track. The slippery surface shows a
strong ability to control the bubble movement.

6.3. Applications of SLIPS. SLIPS uses a smooth lubricating
film to prevent the adhesion of the liquids with different sur-
face tension, viscosity, and chemical composition [128, 129,
132]. Therefore, the slippery surface can be widely applied in
microfluidic droplet manipulation, biomedicine, marine
biological adsorption, antifreezing, corrosion resistance,
scale prevention, and other fields. The SLIPS provides new
solutions to many economic, energy, and environmental
problems.

6.3.1. Liquid Repellence. Superhydrophobic and superaero-
phobic surfaces directly use hierarchical surface microstruc-
ture to repel liquids, while the microstructure of SLIPSs can
lock intermediary fluids. The lubricating cushion retained
on the porous surface can play the role of the repulsive sur-
face so that the contact between the foreign liquids and the
SLIPS becomes liquid-liquid contact [129, 203]. The SLIPS
shows a strong repulsive effect on various liquids. The drops
of a wide range of liquids can easily slide down such a sur-
face (Figure 29(d)). The SLIPS also has good stability, espe-
cially against pressure. This pressure resistance is not present
on ordinary superhydrophobic and superoleophobic sur-
faces because their liquid repellence is based on the trapped
air in the surface microstructure.

6.3.2. Manipulation of Droplets and Bubbles. Excellent liquid
repellence allows the slippery surface to manipulate droplets
without liquid residue. The liquid adhesion on SLIPS is very
low, so it is easy to control the movement of droplets on the
slippery surface. Fang et al. mixed the magnetic particles into
water droplets [130]. By controlling the magnetic field, the
magnetic droplet can be directed to move forward along
the designed path (Figure 31(a)). Jiao et al. manipulated
bubbles by using the slippery aluminum surface prepared
by femtosecond laser [133]. The bubbles can be easily con-
trolled to slide along a designed track on the slippery surface

with the assistance of buoyancy in the water (Figure 31(b)).
A gas catcher with a large area of the slippery surface was
fabricated, which can capture underwater bubbles with an
efficiency of more than 95%.

6.3.3. Cell Engineering. The SLIPS is resistant to biological
adhesion. Yong et al. found that the femtosecond laser-
induced porous microstructure can promote the growth of
C6 glioma cells on the PET surface [128]. In contrast, the
SLIPS of PET surface prepared by infusing silicon oil into
the porous microstructure completely inhibits the growth
of C6 glioma cells, as shown in Figure 31(d). The cell-pro-
moting/inhibiting properties of the laser-induced porous
and slippery microstructures enable the control of tissue
formation.

6.3.4. Biomedical. Cheng et al. prepared SLIPS on implant-
able NiTi alloy processed by femtosecond laser [131]. The
hemocompatibility of NiTi alloy is improved significantly.
The SLIPS is highly resistant to blood (Figure 30(d)). Com-
pared with the original NiTi alloy, the adhesion of fibrinogen
to the SLIPS is reduced by 12 times (Figure 31(e)). The
hemolysis rate of the slippery NiTi alloy also decreases from
4.69% to 1.56%, which is remarkably lower than the Chinese
national standard (5%). The SLIPS has an antibacterial
property that prevents bacteria from adhering to the NiTi
alloy. For example, the antibacterial rate of E. coli bacte-
ria is 98.14%, and that of S. aureus bacteria is 99.32%
(Figure 31(f)).

6.3.5. Antifouling. Fang et al. soaked the slippery sheet of
stainless steel in the water containing green alga [132]. After
7 days, the slippery area was still clean, whereas the green alga
grew well on the flat part of the metal sheet (Figure 31(c)). The
results show that the slippery stainless steel has the excellent
antifouling performance to the green alga.

7. Repellence to Special Liquids

Different from ordinary water, oils, and bubbles, some special
liquids such as polymers and liquid metals also play an impor-
tant role in material and engineering applications. Recently,
the wettability of such special liquids is emerging as a new
hot topic in the field of superwettability. Wettability facilitates
better control, manipulation, and use of these liquids.

7.1. Underwater Superpolymphobicity. Polymers are also one
of the most common materials in our daily life. Polymers are
widely used in manufacturing, chemical industry, packaging,
construction, food processing, pharmaceutical industry, bio-
logical engineering, etc. Some polymers are solid at room
temperature, but some are liquid. Liquid polymers are more
complex in composition than pure water and oil. In addi-
tion, liquid polymers are usually characterized by low fluid-
ity and high viscosity. Polymers also adhere particularly well
to solid surfaces and are difficult to be removed. Unlike typ-
ical droplets (such as water and oil), some liquid polymers
can change to a permanent solid state. For example, the
PDMS liquid mixed of prepolymers and curing agent can
be cross-linked to induce curing, which causes its shape to
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be fixed. Reducing the adhesion between liquid polymers
and solid materials is of great importance in manipulating
and using polymers. In various polymer-related applications,
it is always a challenge to prevent liquid polymers from
adhering to material surfaces.

Recently, Yong et al. used a femtosecond laser to induce
micro/nanostructures on a variety of materials and endowed
these materials with strong resistance to liquid polymers
underwater, including stainless steel, silicon, glass, alumi-
num, and copper [90, 204–206]. The CA of liquid polymer
droplets on these surfaces is greater than 150°, and the drop-
let can easily roll down. The liquid polymer cannot adhere
to the structured surfaces. Such a polymer-repellent prop-
erty is defined as “underwater superpolymphobicity” [90].
Taking the stainless steel substrate as an example,
Figures 32(a)–32(c) show the microstructures of the hydro-
philic substrate after femtosecond laser processing [90]. The

structured stainless steel surface is characterized by
mountain-shaped microstructures, deep microholes, and
periodic nanoripples covering the whole surface. The
untreated stainless steel shows inherently polymphilicity to
in-air liquid polymer droplets with a polymer CA (PCA)
of 23 ± 2° (Figure 32(d)). It offers polymphobicity to under-
water liquid polymer droplets with PCA of 116 ± 10°
(Figure 32(e)). The polymer droplet can firmly attach to
the sample surface even though the stainless steel is placed
vertically. Regarding the laser-structured surface, it can be
fully wetted by water (Figure 32(h)). The PCA of the in-
air polymer droplet decreases to 16 ± 3° (Figure 32(f)).
Interestingly, a liquid polymer droplet can maintain spheri-
cal on the structured surface in water, with a PCA of 156
± 3° (Figure 32(g)). When a liquid polymer droplet is
moved to contact and then leave the structured surface in
a water medium, no apparent adhesion occurs at the
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moment of the droplet detaching from the sample surface
(Figure 32(i)). The CA hysteresis of the polymer on the
sample surface is less than 4°, demonstrating an ultralow
adhesion between the underwater liquid polymer and the
structured stainless steel. Therefore, the stainless steel sur-
face shows underwater superpolymphobicity after the for-
mation of surface micro/nanostructures by femtosecond
laser treatment. The underwater superpolymphobic mate-
rials have remarkable repellence to liquid polymers in water.

Like underwater superoleophobicity, underwater super-
polymphobicity can be obtained by constructing suitable
microstructures on various hydrophilic substrates [204].
The laser-induced microstructures can trap a layer of water
over the sample surfaces in water. The trapped water sup-
ports a Cassie contact state between underwater liquid poly-
mer and the structured surface, thus allowing the material to
repel liquid polymers [90]. The properties of polymer repel-
lence can be used to reduce the adhesion of polymers to
material surfaces, design polymer shapes, and separate poly-
mers from water [90, 204–208]. Underwater superpolym-
phobicity will have significant potential applications in
polymer production, packaging, casting industry, polymer
molding, 3D printing, and other fields related to polymers.

7.2. Supermetalphobicity. Liquid metals have important
potential applications in the field of liquid robots, flexible
circuits, and so on [209–212]. The core technology to
achieve these applications is how to control the shape and
adhesion of the liquid metal and even obtain complex
liquid-metal patterns. In addition to the basic properties of
metals, liquid metals also have the property of liquids, such
as fluidity. Liquid metals tend to stick to solid surfaces.
The high adhesion between liquid metal and solid surface
makes it difficult to control the shape of liquid metal and
prepare fine liquid-metal patterns. Making a solid surface
repel liquid metal is important to the promising applications
of liquid metals.

Yong et al. investigated the wetting behavior of liquid
metal droplets on the femtosecond laser-processed surfaces
with different micro/nanostructures [213]. They found that
the wettability of liquid metal on a rough solid surface is
completely different from that of water droplets. Superhy-
drophobicity and superhydrophilicity are achieved on sili-
con and PDMS substrates by using a femtosecond laser to
prepare microstructures on the sample surfaces and appro-
priate chemical modification. It is found that not only the
superhydrophobic surface but also the superhydrophilic
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surface shows the excellent repulsive ability to the liquid
metal. The droplets of liquid metal have metal CA (MCA)
of higher than 150° on the structured surfaces and can easily
roll off the solid surfaces, indicating strong repellence of the
laser-treated substrates to liquid metals. This property of
liquid-metal repellence is named “supermetalphobicity”.
The experimental results and contact-model analysis show
that surface microstructure plays a decisive role in endowing
a solid surface with supermetalphobicity, while surface
chemistry has relatively little influence on the realization of
supermetalphobicity. The liquid metal surface is often
coated with a thin layer of oxide metal, leaving the liquid
metal in solid/solid contact with the structured solid surface.
Therefore, as long as the micro/nanostructures are on the
solid surface, the contact area between liquid metal and solid
substrate can be reduced, thus reducing the adhesion of solid
surface to liquid metal.

The preparation of supermetalphobic microstructure
can effectively promote the progress of liquid-metal mate-
rials in flexible circuit and liquid robot applications [135,
214–217]. For example, Zhang et al. prepared micro/nano-
scale surface structures on a soft PDMS film by femtosecond
laser ablation (Figure 33(a)) [214]. The laser-induced micro-
structure makes the PDMS surface greatly repel liquid
metal. The drop of liquid metal on the resultant surface
has a MCA of 159.7° and a metal SA (MSA) of 4.0°

(Figure 33(b)). The adhesive force between the liquid metal
and the supermetalphobic surface was reduced by at least
266 times compared to untreated flat PDMS substrate.
Therefore, liquid metal can adhere to the untreated PDMS
surface but is difficult to adhere to the laser-structured
liquid-metal-repellent area. This unique property can be
used to fabricate various flexible circuits. As shown in
Figure 33(c), the PDMS substrate can be selectively ablated
by femtosecond laser, leaving the untreated rest area to form
patterns. When the liquid metal is printed on the PDMS
surface, it only covers the smooth patterns and cannot be
on the laser-ablated area. Therefore, various patterns of liq-
uid metal can be obtained, whose shapes are consistent with
the designed pattern (Figure 33(d)). The as-prepared liquid-
metal patterns can be used as flexible conductors in the cir-
cuit. In this way, various flexible circuits can be designed.
Figure 33(e) shows a flexible microheater fabricated based
on the liquid-metal pattern. When an input current is
applied to the as-prepared circuit, the device can generate
heat (Figure 33(f)). Figure 33(g) is a flexible microstrip
patch antenna consisting of a liquid-metal pattern. The
working frequency is measured to be 2.6GHz, agreeing well
with the designed requirement (Figure 33(h)). Even though
the microheater and antenna were bent, they remained orig-
inal functions by taking advantage of the strong ductility
and great flexibility of the liquid metal.

The concepts of underwater superpolymphobicity and
supermetalphobicity are just put forward in recent years,
so the related research is still very limited now. Although
we only briefly introduce such properties in this section,
the underwater superpolymphobicity and supermetalphobi-
city are fascinating for manipulating polymers and liquid
metals. The researches related to the wettabilities of poly-

mers and liquid metals will sprout like bamboo shoots after
a spring rain.

8. Conclusions and Outlook

This review systematically summarizes the realizations and
applications of the superwettability achieved by femtosecond
laser. Inspired by nature, superwetting microstructure can be
easily prepared on the surface of solid materials by femtosec-
ond laser processing. Superhydrophilicity can be obtained by
forming a hierarchical microstructure on a hydrophilic sub-
strate, which causes water to thoroughly wet the material
surface. Superhydrophobicity is a synergistic effect between
surface microstructure and low-surface-energy chemistry.
To achieve superhydrophobicity, it is necessary to use a
femtosecond laser to directly construct the hierarchical
microstructures on the hydrophobic substrate or build
microstructure on the hydrophilic substrate followed by
low-surface-energy modification. Superhydrophobic mate-
rials greatly repel aqueous solutions. The reentrant micro-
structure is the key to realizing superamphiphobicity. The
superamphiphobic surfaces also have superoleophobicity
as well as superhydrophobicity. Unlike the preparation
of superamphiphobic surfaces, underwater superoleopho-
bic surfaces can be easily fabricated by generating micro-
structure on a hydrophilic substrate. Both types of
superoleophobic surfaces have a strong repellence to oils
and oily liquids, but superamphiphobic materials work
in the air while underwater superoleophobic materials
work in the water. Femtosecond laser-induced superhy-
drophilic microstructures usually show superaerophobicity,
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and the superhydrophobic microstructures show superaero-
philicity in a water medium. The underwater superaeropho-
bic surfaces can repel bubbles so that bubbles are difficult to
adhere to the material surface in water. In contrast, bubbles
can easily spread over underwater superaerophilic surfaces
and be absorbed by solid surfaces. The femtosecond laser
can directly write porous microstructures on many solid sub-
strates. The lubricating fluid is further filled into the laser-
induced pores to form a thin lubricating layer on the surface
of the solid substrate. The as-prepared SLIPSs show excellent
repellence against various pure or composite liquids. The
emerging superpolymphobicity and supermetalphobicity
are also briefly introduced. The laser-induced microstruc-
tures that repel underwater liquid polymers or liquid metals
can be used to manipulate and pattern polymers and liquid
metals. The concepts of underwater superpolymphobicity
and supermetalphobicity were put forward only in the past
two years. In addition to the detailed preparation methods,
the rich applications of these superwetting surfaces are illus-
trated. The unique surface wettability enables the femtosec-
ond laser-processed materials to have rich practical
applications in antiliquids, self-cleaning, anti-icing/fogging/
snowing, antifouling, oil/water separation, anticorrosion,
drag reduction, water harvesting, manipulation of liquid
droplets, liquid patterning, microfluidics, lab chip, cell engi-
neering, buoyancy enhancement, and so on.

The features of ultrashort pulse width and ultrahigh peak
energy enable the femtosecond laser to become an effective
tool to control the wettability of solid materials. Femtosecond
laser microfabrication shows many advantages in the realiza-
tion of superwettability compared to traditional methods.
Firstly and foremost, the femtosecond laser can be used to pro-
cess a wide range of materials without relying on special sub-
strates. A femtosecond laser can ablate almost any material.
Secondly, this technology is very flexible. The laser-ablated
position can be precisely controlled by the control program.
A variety of patterns can be easily prepared without using
expensive masks, thus achieving complex design of surface
wettability. Thirdly, the process of femtosecond laser treat-
ment is very simple. Different hierarchical microstructures
can be directly formed on the surface of the solid substrate
by one-step ablation. The same ablation process can be
extended to various substrates. Fourthly, the morphology of
the surface microstructure can be simply adjusted by laser
parameters (e.g., laser power, pulse width, repetition fre-
quency, and polarization), processing parameters (focal
length, scanning speed, and scanning space), and processing
manners. Therefore, the wettability of the laser-ablated surface
can be easily controlled. Finally, this is a physical and mechan-
ical method of preparation that does not rely on toxic reagents,
chemical reactions, and hazardous operations. These advan-
tages make femtosecond laser a great success in the prepara-
tion of multifunctional surfaces with unique superwettability.

Although femtosecond laser has achieved a variety of
superwettability over the past decade, there are still chal-
lenges that constrain the development of this field (femto-
second laser-induced superwettability). These limitations
are also the current problems faced by femtosecond laser
microfabrication. Firstly, femtosecond laser machining is a

time-consuming process. The processing efficiency needs
to be significantly optimized and improved towards indus-
trial applications. This problem can potentially be solved
with high-power laser systems and more efficient scanning
methods such as automatic parallel processing. Secondly,
the complex and uneven surface machining is also a prob-
lematic point of femtosecond laser processing. To ensure
that the laser beam is always focused on the uneven surface,
the substrate should follow the focus position of the laser
beam and be moved multidimensional in time. The ranging
and positioning optical paths also need to be coupled to the
laser processing system. Thirdly, durability is critical for the
application of superwetting materials. The preparation of
superwetting surfaces with resistance to friction, high tem-
perature, and acid/alkali corrosion is still the focus of current
research. The robust superwetting materials can work for a
long time in various harsh environments. Last but not least,
the application examples of the femtosecond laser-induced
artificial superwetting materials are still in the laboratory
stage. These materials and applications should be brought
to market as soon as possible.

Although the technology of femtosecond laser control-
ling surface wettability is still limited by the defect of low
machining efficiency, its strong flexibility and the ability to
process most given materials are irreplaceable by other
micromanufacturing technologies. With more superwetting
surfaces being designed and prepared and new applications
emerging, this research direction will have a promising
future. We believe that the large-scale, commercial applica-
tion of the femtosecond laser-induced superwetting mate-
rials is not far off.
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